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Westman Islands
One of the wonders of nature, 
surrounded by mountains, 
islands, volcanoes and seabirds.

Vatnajökull Region
Witness the majestic power 
of Europe’s largest glacier or 
conquer Iceland’s highest peak. 

North Iceland
Visit Húsavík or Sauðárkrókur, 
and witness the natural 
wonders of North Iceland. 

The Westfjords
Explore one of the country’s 
most isolated regions, rich 
in natural wonders.

Glacier Lagoons on Your Own
Day tours to the famous Glacier lagoon and 
Europe’s largest glacier, Vatnajökull Glacier. 

Day Tours to the Westman Islands
These tours takes you from Reykjavík to the volcano 
island of Heimaey in the Westman Islands archipelago.

Mývatn on Your Own
Exploring the Lake Mývatn area and  
the natural wonders of North Iceland.

Ice Caves and the Diamond Beach
Explore the thrilling ice caves of Vatnajökull 
and Jökulsárlón’s glittering diamond beach.

Day Tours / Adventure ToursScheduled Flights / Seven destinations

For more information, pick up our brochure at your hotel   

     or local tourist information centre, or visit eagleair.is

Seven destinations with year-
round possibilities, air charter 

services and day tours to 
Iceland’s most beautiful places

Bíldudalur

Gjögur

Reykjavík

Westman Islands

Höfn

Húsavík

Sauðárkrókur

Location: Behind Icelandair Hotel Reykjavík Natura at Reykjavík Airport
eagleair.is  |  +354 562 4200  |  info@eagleair.is 

Winter
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Best of Reykjavík:

+  Quick bites on the go  P:18
+  Gourmet street food at Le Kock  P:20

+  The city's finest drinking estabishments  P:24
+  Bargain boozing: happy hours and dive bars  P:28

+  The best of Reykjavík's record stores...  P:42
+  ... And five Icelandic LPs you should buy there  P:44

+  Trust the locals: a perfect day in Reykjavík  P:44
+  Skating, skiing, hiking: Reykjavík in winter time  P:46

 DINING 8

 DRINKING & NIGHTLIFE 24

 SHOPPING 34

 ACTIVITIES 44

AN INTRODUCTION: 

Winter Is Here!
So, after the blink-and-you’ll-miss-it 
autumn season, winter has arrived. 
That used to mean thinner crowds on 
Reykjavík’s dark and stormy streets, but 
these days, the city buzzes all year round 
with people looking to make the most of 
their time here, no matter the season.
 This magazine aims to help folks 
do exactly that. We assembled panels 
of locals, long-time immigrants and 
experts in various fields to bring you 
this guide to the best bars, restau-
rants, shops and activities that Reyk-
javík has to offer. Whether you’re after 
the cheapest pint, the fanciest sushi, 
the biggest vinyl selection, or the best 
day-trip, you’ll find everything neces-
sary to have a whale of a time in Ice-
land (quite literally, in some cases).
 We’ve tuned this edition towards 
wintery things. For example, the ‘Best 
Drinking Terrace’ category has be-
come ‘Best Smoking Area,’ so you’ll 
know where you can have a quick 
cig—or emit a cloud of weird straw-
berry vape fog—protected from the 
weather. The ‘Best Place To Watch The 

Sunset’ award has become ‘Best Place 
For Aurora-Spotting,’ now that the 
northern lights have returned with 
the darkness.
 As always, we’ve also paid atten-
tion to new arrivals in the city. On 
page 54, you’ll find information about 
places that have sprung up too recent-
ly to win any awards, but are definitely 
worth checking out.
 We hope you find this guide useful. 
If you have any feedback on our selec-
tions, drop us a line at letters@grape-
vine.is. And be sure to download our 
Appy Hour and Appening apps for 
cheap booze and event listings. We en-
courage you to pick up an issue of our 
main mag The Reykjavík Grapevine, 
which you can get for free all over the 
city. And, finally, look out for the Best 
of Iceland magazine to see what’s 
good out there in the countryside. 
We’ll be back in 2018 with an entirely 
new Best of Reykjavík magazine.  
 Enjoy!

John Rogers, Issue Editor
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BEST OF REYKJAVÍK

2015

PLEASED TO MEAT YOU!
Our 15 square and creative burgers would love to "meat" you. 

the big bo THE LAMBURGER miss reykjavik fat sigurjón

the bbq surf & turf morthens MR. ROCK

FACTORY BURGER the trucker hemminn ariba, son of salsa

the president rescue (112)

animal park

WWW.FABRIKKAN.IS RESERVATIONS:  575 7575

Bring this coupon
with you and get a
free dessert with

your meal

Look out for these stickers of recom-
mendation, which we’ve handed out to 
this year’s winners. They indicate your 
best option, whether you’re looking for 
shopping, dining, drinking or party-
ing in Reykjavík. We at the Grapevine 
know what’s best!
 Also, these are the stickers from 
our previous “Best of’’ selections, giv-
en to winners from prior years. 

THE GUIDE-GUIDE

How We 
Picked the
Winners

How To 
Spot The Winners

The word “conclusion’’ is a little strong 
in this case. We have argued, fought and, 
in one case, slammed our head against 
the wall. We interviewed panels, tried 
blind taste-tests, and, in another case, 
consulted what we believe to be an or-
acle. This was not an easy or accurate 
endeavour. 
 The best comparison is glíma, or 
Icelandic wrestling. It’s not flashy or 
well produced like WWE. It’s not exactly 
graceful like Olympic wrestling, espe-
cially Greco-Roman. It’s two people in 
weird leather underwear, staring into 
each other’s eyes and trying to hip-check 
each other while simultaneously attempt-
ing an atomic wedgie. 
 We’ll be honest. Some of the winners 
are just outright winners, but some are 
a matter of debate and controversy. Like 
in any other country, there are cliques 
or special interest groups. The bar most 
liked by a 22-year-old noise music fanat-
ic might seem a little off-putting to a 

bespectacled jazz enthusiast. We’re not 
saying those two groups can’t overlap. 
Maybe they can. Jazz people are good at 
improvising and noise music definitely 
needs more fans. 
 The thing is this is a guide. It’s a work 
in progress. It’s an attempt at letting 
people know where we think they should 
go. We didn’t all agree on everything, so 
the runners up could end up being more 
palatable to you, and the winners could 
be your third favourite. Yikes. 
 If this lack of certainty is too much 
for you: Imagine being the orig-
inal tourist to Iceland. A wandering 
tax-evader from Norway who decides 
to settle on a rock almost uninhabited 
by animal life. A land that occasion-
ally explodes and geysers that burst 
scalding sulphur-scented water from 
the ground like a cannon ball at Sa-
tan’s pool party. It’s the kind of place 
where people would invent glíma. YU

The best of Icelandic 
produce with a nod 
to Japan and South 
America. Modern 
Icelandic flavours, 
share plates and award 
winning cocktails.

Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík

Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.

SOCIALIZE
WITH THE
LOCALS

ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
makes world’s best sushi 

THE AWARDS:
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One of the most-asked questions by visitors to Iceland is: "Where do we 
eat?" It’s a tough question to answer, as Reykjavík has restaurants cater-
ing to many different palettes, and on top of that, they're always rising 
and falling in popularity for one reason or another. But we try to stay 
on top of things where eating out is concerned. With the help of a panel 
of gourmands and experts, we've been able to piece together a guide 
that gives you a pretty good idea of what’s here in 2017. So we hope you 
find the guide useful. Check out the Facebook pages  of restaurants and 
make reservations, if need be, for a true epicurean experience in Reyk-
javík. And if you have recommendations to the contrary, then drop us a 
line. We are listening. And we’re hungry.

Best burger

Sæta Svínið 
Hafnarstræti 1-3

That we love our burgers in this town may come as a surprise to 
some. Beloved local burger joint Búllan used to rule the roost in 
this category, but a new generation of more modern burger joints 
has finally caught up with it. Sæta Svínið is one such new kid on the 
block, edging out stiff competition with their custom beef blend 
patties, made to desired doneness. Serious burger aficionados will 
appreciate the meat:fat ratio. This gastropub is also one of the few 
that offers lamb sandwiches.

Runners Up

Kex
Skúlagata 28
The Kex “freedom burger” has loyalists 
who love it and haters who, well, hate it. 
Whichever side you’re on, we say that 
this is one heck of a consistent burger. 
Once you go spicy, there’s no going 
back, and the potato wedges are the 
cherry on the meaty cake.

Block Burger
Skólavörðustígur 8
Block Burger is an office favourite. You 

can see their white paper to-go bags 
stacked on writers’ desks, accompa-
nied by empty Fizzy Lizzy soda bottles. 
Modelled heavily on the American chain 
Shake Shack in presentation, Block is
reasonably priced (for Reykjavík) and 
has quick service. It’s a lunchtime spot 
worth checking out. 

Previous Winners
2016: Búllan
2015: Búllan
2014: Kex Hostel
2013: Vitabar
2012: Grillmarket

Best veggie burger

Bike Cave
Einarsnes 36

Bike Cave has been described as the 
best place to get a “messy vegan burg-
er.” With a choice of two veggie patties 
(black bean and chilli or potato rosti) 
we were already feeling spoilt when 
they also turned up with their “luxury 
vegan burger”—soy granule patties 
with a hint of peanut butter, sweet mus-
tard and onions. This one comes pretty 
darn close to the mouthfeel of a meat 
burger. But the best part is this will set 
you back 895-1195 ISK, sans fries.

Runners Up

Búllan
Geirsgata 1
Hamborgarabúlla Tómasar is beloved 
among Icelanders for slinging honest, 
sweaty burgers to the masses. Their 
chickpea-and-barley-based patties are 
specially made for the burger joint, and 
boast a texture that’s more sumptuous 
than the soy-based variety. We approve! 

Kaffihús Vesturbæjar
Melhagi 20-22
Kaffihús Vesturbæjar, also known as 
Kaffi Vest, has become a hip spot for 
Reykjavík’s west-side movers and 
shakers. They have not just one, but two 
great choices. Of these, our favourite 
is a bean-based burger in crunchy 
breadcrumbs, served with rosemary 
potato wedges and an avocado-based 
mayo-style dip. Plain delicious, vegan 
or not.

Previous Winners
2016: Búllan 
2015: Brooklyn Bar
2014: Búllan 
2013: Búllan 
2012: Búllan 

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2017

Dining
Delicious even if you can't pronounce it

Best pizza

Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15

Pizza joints have always held the 
collective fancy of the world as a sort 
of comfort zone where you can break 
bread with your grandma, screeching 
toddler, or as a 101-downtownian nurs-
ing a hangover, or heartache, or both. 
Hornið is one such comforting old-
school pizza joint. With thin-crust pizzas 
and a no-frills Italian-American flair in 
the decor as well as the toppings, this 
is a local treasure. While the Hawaiian 
has die-hard fans, we swear by their 
Quattro Stagioni.

Runners Up

Hverfisgata 12
Hverfisgata 12
The “Nameless Pizza Place” at Hverfis-
gata 12 has been pushing that doughy 
envelope with topping combinations 
that’ll leave you scratching your head 
at first, but rubbing your belly later. 
Try the beetroot pizza or the soya 
mushroom, sausage and pickled chilli 
number, and make a night of it with 
some excellent cocktails from the bar.

Kaffi Laugalækur 
Laugarnesvegur 74a
There has been a sourdough uprising 
recently, even in pizza. We’re not 
complaining—the “flatbreads” at this 
newest cafe in town have us revisiting 
the place. Try the “Litla Gula Hænan” 
special: succulent chicken nestled 
between perfectly pickled onions and a 
fresh salad and house pesto. Delicious 
and healthy... ish. A welcome addition to 
the Laugardalur neighborhood.

Previous Winners
2015: Hverfisgata 12
2014: Hverfisgata 12
2013: Gamla Smiðjan
2012: La Luna trattoria-pizzeria
2011: Gamla Smiðjan
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Best bakery

Sandholt 
Laugavegur 36

Sandholt wins this spot again, but not 
for lack of competition. They simply 
deliver consistently. The laminated 
pastries are hands down the best in 
Iceland; try their buttery croissants 
or seasonal Danish pastries, locally 
known as “vinarbrauð” with rhubarb 
and raspberries, or the classic, vanilla 
custard. Their sourdough is deservedly 
well-known and if a whole loaf is too 
much, they oblige by slicing just what 
you need. 

Runners Up 

Brauð & Co
Frakkastígur 16
Brauð & Co. has burst onto the bakery 
scene in 101 Reykjavík. Regulars swear 
by their “snuður”—cinnamon bread 
rolls smothered with a sugary glaze. 
They take it a step further and stuff the 
classics with blueberries and whatnot, 
eliciting inappropriate satisfied moans. 
Get there early to snatch a warm one.

Bernhöftsbakarí
Klapparstígur 3
This much-loved bakery moved from its 
original location downtown to a smaller 
place close to their supply kitchens, 
but none of the warm service or charm 
was lost in the process. Their “rúnstyk-
ki” are bread rolls available for 80 ISK 
apiece—a steal any way you look at it. 
Try the curry cranberry rolls and grab 
an almond florentine when it makes an 
appearance.

 

Previous Winners
2016: Sandholt
2015: Sandholt
2014: Sandholt
2013: Sandholt 
2012: Mosfellsbakarí

Best Indian

Austur-
Indíafjelagið
Hverfisgata 56

Still going strong twenty years on, 
Austur-Indíafelagið is an institution. 
It has been consistently dishing out 
quality Indian fare without compromis-
ing on authenticity. A small rotational 
menu with regional dishes, this is the 
place if you are celebrating a birthday, 
a promotion or wooing your partner. 
Make a meal of the delicate salmon 
pollichathu, kozhi mappas and kulchas 
and share it family style. Keep your eyes 
peeled for the vegetarian and vegan 
dishes as well. Call ahead to make 
reservations. 

Runners Up

Hraðlestin 
Hverfisgata 64, Lækjargata 8
Not many would know, but this restau-
rant, known for everyday Indian street 
fare, is the only one that makes masala 
chai an Indian mom would be proud of. 
The thalis are lovely and in recent times 
they've stepped up their game with the 
vegan thali on Wednesdays and dosas 
for brunch on weekends.

Gandhi 
Pósthússtræti 17
Stick to their strengths, Keralan cuisine, 
and you will not be disappointed. Their 
“Kerala food festivals,” are definitely 
worth trying to understand the nu-
ances of this piquant regional cuisine, 
and their warm gajar ka halwa (carrot 
pudding) is the best in Iceland.

Previous Winners
2016: Austur-Indíafjelagið
2015: Gandhi
2014: Gandhi
2013: Austurlandahraðlestin 

Best Thai

Ban Thai 
Laugavegur 130 

Ban Thai is one of those rare gems 
in Iceland that consistently deliver 
tongue-tickling, satisfying Thai fare 
despite the challenges of being on a 
distant island, nowhere close to Thai-
land. Don't be fooled by their extensive 
menu, these guys mean business. They 
have something for everyone—creamy 
coconut curries from the South or 
fiery “jungle” dishes from the North. 
Our favourites are the laab (minced 
meat salad with generous piles of fresh 
herbs) and the green curry with strips 
of crunchy bamboo shoots. 

Runners Up

Mai Thai Bistro
Laugavegur 118
If you haven’t eaten at this charming 
little supermarket sit-down, we suggest 
you rectify that. Reykjavík may not 
always deliver on popular world cuisine, 
but Thai food is a largely satisfying 
affair. Skip the popular Pad Thai and ask 
for the simple stir fried veggies, or any 
of the curries—they'll even do fried 
brown rice for those who hanker for 
extra fibre.

Yummi Yummi
Hverfisgata 123
The square by Hlemmur promises to 
be a food destination, and the Little 
Thailand vibe in the triangle is complet-
ed by this newly renovated takeaway. 
Besides the surly-sweet service, it is 
the kapoo moo sab that keeps us going 
back for more.

Previous Winners
2016: Ban Thai
2015: Ban Thai
2014: Ban Thai
2013: Yummi Yummi
2012: Ban Thai

Best coffeehouse

Reykjavík 
Roasters  
Brautarholt 2

Roasters may have made some chang-
es that didn’t sit too well with regulars 
at their original location, but they’ve 
won over patrons old and new at this 
new location. Their coffee is the best 
in Iceland—no small feat in such a cof-
fee-crazed country. Roasters come out on 
top in creating the quintessential coffee-
house experience that goes beyond good 
coffee. The speciality teas are brewed just 
right, and the croissants and chia pudding 
on offer will keep the vegans, toddlers, and  
the gluten-free equally happy. 

Runners Up

Kaffihús Vesturbæjar 
Melhagi 20
If there’s any one place on this list 
with staunch loyalists, it is Kaffi Vest. 
While some can’t seem to agree (we’re 
looking at you, 101 rats) on their cof-
feehouse status, we do agree that they 
have good coffee, delicate macaroons 
and friendly service. 

Borðið 
Ægisíða 123
It’s refreshing to see neighbourhood 
establishments cropping up across 
town, and Borðið has been making 
quiet waves in the cafe and dining 
scene. Their coffee is undisputedly the 
best bang for your buck (295 ISK!) and 
their raspberry cake and kanilsnúðar a 
l’Americain make for a toothsome treat.

Previous Winners
2016: Stofan
2015: Kaffihús Vesturbæjar
2014: Reykjavík Roasters
2013: Kaffismiðjan
2012: Kaffismiðjan
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Dining
Iceland's not cheap so it better be good

AKUREYRI • REYKJAVIK

WHALE
WATCHING

Sightingguarantee

SUCCESS

EXCELLENT

Tel: (+354) 462 6800 • info@ambassador.is • ambassador.is
AmbassadorWhaleWatching whales_in_iceland @AmbassadorWhale

Best sushi

Fiskmarkaðurinn
Aðalstræti 12

Helmed by one of Iceland's best-known chefs, Hrefna Sætran, Fisk-
markaðurinn (The Fish Market) is hands down our panel's favour-
ite sushi restaurant in town. We suggest making a meal of just the 
sashimi platter: beautifully presented at the table with a lot of flair, 
deftly sliced fatty salmon and trout, glistening scallop are mercifully 
left unadorned, with a sprinkle of roe here and a delicious mound of 
wakame there. Pair this with the wasabi cocktail and you have a light, 
refreshing meal.

Runners Up

Sakebarinn
Laugavegur 2
Housed in a beautiful old timber house 
in the heart of downtown, Sakebarinn's 
window seats alone should be reason 
enough to drop by. They do a variety 
of sauce-laden sushi rolls—the local 
favourite—but we recommend sticking 
to the sushi and sashimi platter. 

Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5
This Japanese/South American fusion 
place had to change names recent-
ly—but there’s still plenty of samba in 
the menu. Everything comes with lots 
of lime, sauce and chilli, their tempura 
batter is pleasingly light, and the cock-
tail menu should help any sushi purists 
through the fusion-cooking trauma.

Previous Winners
2016: Fiskmarkaðurinn
2015: SuZushii
2014: Sushisamba
2013: Sakebarinn
2012: SuZushii

Best vegetarian

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgata 76

Reykjavík now has a dedicated vegan 
café. Kaffi Vínyl offers wholesome 
vegan fare in generous portions, with 
soy-based Oumph meat substitute, and 
various non-dairy milk options for the 
beverages. They have a huge record 
collection and DJs several times a 
week, with the crackle of vinyl lending 
a warm atmosphere—Vínyl is also one 
of our preferred places to start a night 
out. It’s casual in all ways, so the service 
can be patchy, but one bite of an 
Oumph sandwich makes up for it.

Runners Up

Bergsson Mathús
Templarasund 3
It isn’t all-vegetarian, but Bergsson 
championed the salad bar trend—think 
Ottolenghi. The homemade hummus, 
pesto, and freshly baked bread are 
great, but it’s the hearty soups and 
spinach lasagne that make it a firm and 
lasting favourite. 

Gló
Laugavegur 20 & more
Gló’s busiest days are the first days 
of the week, when people make a col-
lective promise to eat clean and stay 
healthy after the weekend. They serve 
the occasional chicken dish, but vege-
tarians won’t be short of options—try 
the fresh pressed juices, fresh salads, 
raw lasagna and specials on rotation.

Previous Winners
2016: Kaffi Vínyl
2015: Teni
2014: Gló
2013: Gló
2012: Gló

Best place for  
a fancy meal

Dill
Hverfisgata 12

If you’re a gourmand looking for a mem-
orable meal when in Reykjavík, Dill has 
to top the list. Dill showcases the best 
of Iceland with seasonal menus, paying 
homage to the island’s bounty, often 
found no place else, executed with 
all the tweezer-precision of modern 
cuisine. Don’t even think twice about 
splurging for the seven-course menu—
it’s the only way to do it. Top-notch 
service and friendly sommeliers round 
off an already perfect experience.

Runners Up 

Grillið
Hótel Saga, Hagatorg
Grillið‘s sweeping panoramic views and 
stable of seasoned chefs, along with 
old-school fine-dining flourishes like 
the crisp linen, have us swooning with 
delight. So great is this place, we’ve 
never stopped talking about a luscious 
chocolate mousse with olive oil we had 
there years ago.

Grill Market
Lækjargata 2a
The tasting menus with produce 
sourced from local purveyors have 
been a hit with diners since Grill Market 
opened its doors. We suggest choosing 
one of the set menus and letting the 
chefs go to town. 

Previous Winners
2015: Dill 
2015: Dill
2014: Dill
2013: Gallery at Hótel Holt
2012: Grill Market
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Best goddamn restaurants

Matur og Drykkur
Grandagarður 2

If you were in Reykjavík for just 24 hours, or you were entertaining 
out-of-town guests, then where would you go? This was the question 
posed to our panel and the answer overwhelmingly was Matur og Dryk-
kur. In just two years, they’ve gone from newcomer to firm favourite 
with locals and visitors alike. The cod head is an Instagram sensation, 
but we recommend trying one of the tasting menus, or going to town 
with the appetizers. Don't be afraid to try suspicious-sounding dishes 
(sheep dung-smoked trout?)—you’re in very capable hands here.

Snaps
Þórsgata 1

We love Snaps so much, we had 
to split this award. It’s a beloved 
casual-chic bistro with a forget-
you’re-in-Reykjavík vibe thanks 
to its lush greenery and warm 
lighting. On a grey day, nothing 
beats sitting by the greenhouse 
walls with their excellent French 
onion soup. Did we mention 
they make a stellar creme brulee 
as well? A true keeper.

Runner Up

Messinn
Lækjargata 6b
Messinn may be modelled on the 
well-known Westfjords restaurant 
Tjöruhúsið, but it’s fast becoming a 
Reykjavík restaurant of choice. What 
keeps us coming back is how the food 

keeps getting better every time we 
dine there. Our favourites include their 
savoury plokkfiskur, velvety graflax, and 
a perfectly seared trout with honey and 
almonds.

Previous Winners
2016: Snaps
2015: Snaps
2014: Snaps

Best family meal

Hamborgara-
fabrikkan 
Höfðatún 2, Kringlan 4-12

It may not always be the first place that 
springs to mind as being family-friend-
ly, but Hamborgarafabrikkan—"The 
Hamburger Factory"—comes out 
ahead of the other contenders simply 
because of the thoughtfulness that 
goes beyond the children's menu. There 
are plenty of distractions for young 
diners, and orders are taken earlier and 
the food served in time to keep young 
temperaments in line, making this a 
popular choice for those venturing 
out with the kids. And all this without 
compromising on service!

Runners Up

KEX Hostel
Skúlagata 28
Kex might not spring to mind as the 
average family-friendly diner, but 
this converted former biscuit factory 
has a lot going for it. While they don’t 
have a dedicated children's menu, 
the small plates easily double up as 
kiddie snacks, and the quirky decor 
keeps even the most distracted child 
occupied. 

Laundromat
Austurstræti 9
Laundromat continues to enjoy its 
family-friendly reputation. The spacious 
play area downstairs keeps them 
little humans occupied, and if you’re a 
breastfeeding mama or daddy-on-duty, 
the view from the main dining space 
makes for some great people-watch-
ing.

Previous Winners
2016: Laundromat
2015: KEX Hostel
2014: Laundromat
2013: Laundromat
2012: Laundromat
2011: Laundromat

Best cheap meal

Bike Cave
Einarsnes 36

If you’re looking for a no-frills, quality 
meal at honest prices with a fantastic 
view to boot, then Bike Cave is definitely 
the place to be. Sure, it’s not bang in 
the middle of downtown, but the simple 
cheeseburger, two veggie burger patty 
options and kjötsúpa all come under a 
1000 ISK each! If that isn't a cheap meal, 
we don't know what is.

Runners Up

Noodle Station
Laugavegur 103
Billowing clouds of coriander scent 
are a mouth-watering introduction to 
Noodle Station. Choose beef, vegetable 
or chicken, and add extra spice or flaky 
chili sauce until your nose runs, your 
tongue throbs and your gums howl. Its 
bar-style stool seating and cheaper 
prices (for Reykjavík) attract prudent 
solo travellers. 

Súpubarinn
Borgartún 26 & Bergstaðastræti 4
This is a true hidden gem not many 
locals know about, let alone tourists. 
Tucked away in the basement of a 
nondescript building on Borgartún, 
Súpubarinn offers lunch at throwaway 
prices. Be sure to check their bargains 
soups and salads. They've also opened 
a second branch—named Súpa—down-
town, right opposite Kaffibarinn.

Previous Winners
2016: Noodle Station
2015: K-Bar (RIP)
2014: 10-11 after 14:00
2013: “Sub of the month” at Subway

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2017

Dining
Not everything is shark and sheep head
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Best brunch

Vox 
Hilton Nordica, Suðurlandsbraut 2

If the Hilton tag has you scared about 
prices, fret not. Vox has been consis-
tently drawing the hordes in with their 
value-for-money brunch since it began. 
So much so, it’s even a popular wedding 
gift in Iceland. Vox offers a large selec-
tion of salads, cold cuts, desserts and 
a live counter with specials spanning 
global cuisine. It’s perfect for dining in 
style, families with children (half price 
for kids under 12, under-5 are free!), 
and for celebrating a birthday.  

Runners Up

Coocoo’s Nest
Grandagarður 23
This family-run restaurant in Grandi of-
fers an Italian style aperitivo hour, and 
their decadent brunch menu starts on 
Friday and runs through the weekend. 
It’s a comfortable, homely joint, and 
the walk along the old harbour will help 
with your hangover.

Newcomer
Café Paris
Austurstræti 14
The rebooted Café Paris has jolted the 
corner on Austurvöllur awake with its 
continental renovation and an all-day 
menu that promises to live up to the 
bistro-esque name. The breakfast 
menu, however, is the real winner here.

Previous Winners
2016: Coocoo’s Nest
2015: Slippbarinn
2014: Coocoo’s Nest

Best seafood

Fiskfélagið
Vesturgata 2a

Fiskfélagið—"The Fish Company"—has 
been steadfastly dishing out some of 
the best seafood in Iceland. Don’t try 
too hard to make sense of the ingredi-
ent/country mash-up—like “Iceland-cu-
cumber” or “Australia-ginger”)—just 
focus on the food. Our former food 
editor described it as “fish so buttery, it 
must be on laxatives.” Iceland’s creden-
tials as a great fishing nation are firmly 
reinforced here. We recommend the 
tasting menus.

Runners Up

Resto
Rauðarárstígur 26-29
Having worked in well-known seafood 
restaurants, the chef couple behind 
Resto decided to bring their expertise 
to bear at Resto. Calm and laid back, 
Resto is a word of mouth hit. Special-
ising in seafood, they use top-class 
ingredients, done to perfection.

Matarkjallarinn
Aðalstræti 2
Matarkjallarinn has proven wildly popu-
lar with their fresh seafood and “Taste 
of Iceland” menus. If it’s on offer, don’t 
leave without trying the Appelsín-cured 
salmon—a lovely take on graflax using 
Appelsín (the Icelandic version of Fanta 
orange soda).

Previous Winners
2016: Fiskfélagið
2015: Fiskfélagið
2014: Fiskfélagið

Best must-try dining 
experience

Dill
Hverfisgata 12

When Ruth Reichl makes it her go-to 
place to dine in Iceland, you better 
believe her. Without waxing poetic, 
we must confess, this is one meal you 
won’t forget in a hurry. With chef Gun-
nar running Agern in NY (and awarded 
a Michelin star!), Dill is now helmed by 
chef Ragnar, who continues to uphold 
the same exacting standards and 
thoughtful food that Dill is known for.

Runners Up

Matur og Drykkur
Grandagarður 2
In how many ways can we say, eat here? 
Is it the whole cod head you should 
get, or perhaps the double-smoked 
dried lamb, or the creamy halibut soup? 
Whatever you get, rest assured it’ll 
have roots in Icelandic culinary history, 
elevated to fine dining standards. And 
do not leave without trying the fried-to-
order kleinur.

Bærjarins Beztu
By Tryggvagata
Here in Iceland, hot dogs use a unique 
lamb-pork sausage with smoky, grassy 
tones. It’s classically topped with 
mustard and ketchup, with onions raw 
and fried. Get a “pylsu með öllu” if you 
want to stick to tradition—Bill Clinton 
and Kim K are amongst the many who’ve 
braved the lines by the downtown 
Bæjarins Beztu stand.

Previous Winners
2016: Matur og Drykkur 
2015: Shrimp pyramid at Jómfrúin
2014: Food section at Kolaportið
2013: Icelandic food at Kaffi Loki
2012: Icel. Home-food, Mamma Steina

Best lunch place

Snaps
Þórsgata 1

That Snaps is popular is undisputable. 
Little wonder it has consistently been 
awarded the Best Goddamn Restaurant 
for years. But what very few know is that 
they have a killer lunch on offer everyday. 
A faultless fish of the day, prompt service, 
and a little bit of quiet to yourself makes 
it our best lunch place. Psst, if with 
a co-worker, split the creme brulee, 
we promise your day will be brighter 
thereon.

Runners Up

Ostabúðin
Skólavörðustígur 8
This is a veteran lunch spot so no 
surprises that it is still going strong. 
If the fish of the day isn't satisfying 
enough, we suggest asking them for a 
half portion of the day's soup as well. 
What’s truly admirable, though, is that 
perch (karfi), cusk (kleifa) and ling (lán-
ga) make regular appearances beside 
staples like salmon.

Apotek
Austurstræti 16
Even though lunch service here can 
mean “waiting over 40 mins for your 
dish to arrive,” the two- and three-
course lunch offer is great value for 
money and perfect for those days 
when your boss is out and you want to 
stretch that lunch hour to the hilt.

Previous Winners
2016: Ostabúðin
2015: Ostabúðin
2014: Bergsson Mathús
2013: Ostabúðin

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2017

Dining
Make it worth the wait
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Ali Baba
Veltusund 3b

As one panellist put it, “#6 Shawarma 
wrap never let me down.” Factions are 
bitterly divided between this place 
and their next-door neighbour Mandi, 
leading to impassioned and detailed 
arguments on the pros and cons of 
both sides. But this time, Ali Baba won 
the day with our panel, having satisfied 
late-night snack binges, pregnancy 
cravings and splitting hangovers with 
equal elan. If you still need a reason, 
try the lamb kofte wrap: it’s to die for. 
And that smear of spicy red sauce 
will waken even the most beer-jaded 
consciousness.

Runners Up 

Nonnabiti
Hafnarstræti 9
This used to be a rite-of-passage affair 
for every young party animal. Even 
today, Nonni's rolls with a generous 
slathering of his own blend of sauces 
(with a mayonnaise base, of course—
Iceland's perennial favourite) always 
hits that late-night craving: greasy and 
a touch salty, but so, so good.

Deli
Bankastræti 14
Deli is not just a place to grab a slice of 
pizza. It is one of the main relation-
ship-causing venues in Reykjavík. Peo-
ple have met their future partner there. 
It usually doesn’t last, but they might 
get a couple of kids out of the deal.

Previous Winners
2016: Fish and Chips 
2015: Chicken wings at Dirty Burger 
& Ribs
2014: Nonnabiti
2013: Nonnabiti

Best place to go with a 
group of friends

Tapas barinn
Vesturgata 3b

Tapas barinn may not be faithful to 
the Spanish definition of a tapas bar, 
but what they do capture well—and 
boisterously at that—is the atmo-
sphere and liveliness of tapas. It’s long 
been a local tradition to host reunions, 
bachelor parties and noisy get-togeth-
ers at Tapas barinn. The food is served 
family-style for the whole table, and the 
selection is huge, spanning local (lan-
goustine, puffin, lamb) as well as more 
global fare. And it’s delicious. If you’re 
looking for a place where the food and 
drinks keep coming and the service 
never falters, look no further.

Runners Up

Bryggjan Brugghús
Grandagarður 8
Icelanders love their beer, and in 
recent times we’ve been brewing some 
pretty damn good stuff, if we do say so 
ourselves. So when this spacious new 
microbrewery and eatery opened its 
doors, it quickly became a go-to for 
parties large and small. You can let your 
hair down without trampling the diner 
in the next seat.

Mat Bar
Hverfisgata 26
Mat Bar offers a modern take on North-
ern Italian food with a Nordic flair—at 
least as much flair as us terminally 
stoic Scandis can muster—in a sharp 
and tasteful interior. Think grilled veg-
etables, polenta, arctic char, monkfish 
liver, cured meat, full-flavored cheese, 
and well-rounded cocktails. Especially 
recommended: the memorable and 
mouth-watering tasting menu, which 
comes in five sharing portions so every-
body at the table gets to try everything; 
from the cocktail menu, try the tangy 
basil gobernador and the pisco sour.

Previous Winners
2016: Tapas barinn
2015: Tapas barinn
2014: KEX Hostel
2013: KEX Hostel
2012: Tapas barinn

Best newcomer

Hlemmur Mathöll
Laugavegur 107

Not so much a restaurant as a street-
food palace, Hlemmur Mathöll is a new 
and long-awaited food hall containing 
ten different vendors selling snacks, 
drinks, produce and meals for diners of 
all dispositions. Want something fast? 
Grab a Vietnamese sub from Báhn Mi. 
Want something fancy? Grab a stool at 
Skál! for tasty snacks from fine-dining 
chef Gísli Matt of Westman Island eatery 
Slippurinn. Want something boozy? Glug 
down some wine at Kröst. Give Mathöll a 
try—you won’t be disappointed.

Runners Up

Messinn Granda
Grandagarður 8
In addition to its popular à la carte 
branch on Lækjargata, Messinn now has 
a spacious buffet resturant opening 
in the up-and-coming neighbourhood 
of Grandi. Based on the concept of 
Tjöruhúsið in Ísafjörður, Messinn Granda 
offers a varied and sumptuous seafood 
buffet every day with a lunch special 
and plenty of space for larger groups.

Marshall House Bar + Restaurant
Grandagarður 20
This large-scale art museum devel-
opment arrived with not only three 
excellent galleries, but an airy bar and 
restaurant, too. After checking out three 
floors of cutting edge art, you can get 
a delicious Italian-inspired meal after-
wards, prepared by well-known Reykjavík 
chef, Leifur Kolbeinsson.

Previous Winners
2017 (Issues 1-3): Mat Bar
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EAT IN THE CENTER

Inside this trendy high-ceilinged restaurant  
are carefully-crafted courses that offer a 
contemporary twist on the classics.  

A unique approach to Icelandic cuisine 
ensures every dish on the menu is both 
creative and well executed.

M O D E R N   I C E L A N D I C  C U I S I N E  M E E TS  
C OZ Y  S CA N D I N AV I A N  AT M O S P H E R E

Take in one of the city's most breathtaking  
views while enjoying a wide variety of 
delicious courses & quirky cocktails.

www.centerhotels.com/restaurants   |   #eatinthecenter   |    
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LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER
Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
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10 on draft, and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.
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in a casual and fun atmosphere.

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB
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CITY GUIDE

Quick Food 
On The Move

Life in the fast-food lane  
when you ain’t got no time

 
Words  Alice Demurtas 

Photos  Art Bicnick

Despite the wide range of 
places to go out for dinner in 
Reykjavík, finding good spots 
to eat when you’re in a hurry 
can be a daunting task. Lunch 
breaks are the worst, but even 
late nights snacks or a quick 
pick-me-up in between guided 
tours or shopping sprees can 
be difficult to find. Skip the hot 
dogs and  ditch the Subway; 
we’ve decided to come to your 
rescue with a list of places that 
won’t break the bank or make 
your cholesterol jump up to 
dangerous levels. Enjoy.

Bánh-Mi Vietnamese 
Subs

The new Hlemmur Mathöll 
seems to be always packed on 
weekend evenings, when people 
are looking for a good place to 
have their aperitif. The food hall, 
however, also hides some unex-
pected gems that will keep you 
satisfied when you want a quick 
bite. The Vietnamese sandwich-
es at Bánh-Mi are to die for. 

They come filled with meat and 
greens, as well as soy-based al-
ternatives for vegetarians and 
sweet and sour sauces you’ll be 
dreaming of for a week. Sit on a 
bench while they prep your sub 
and people-watch while you can, 
because once you get your warm 
sandwich you won’t be able to fo-
cus on anything else.

Block Burger
Granted, a burger and fries isn’t 
the healthiest of combos, but 
Block Burger is the quickest op-
tion if you want something juicy 
that fills you up without feeling 
nauseous once you get to the last 
bite. They offer both meat and 
veggie patties with a thin slice 
of delicious vegan cheese to top 
it off. You could skip the twice-
fried chips if you’re in a rush or if 
you’re trying to stay healthy, but 
it’s your loss, really. You won’t 
find better chips in this town.

Súpa
Tucked away between Skóla- 
vörðustígur and Laugavegur, 
Súpa is a newcomer to the city 
centre, but no rookie when it 
comes to soups. The offspring 

of popular Súpubarinn, this tiny 
place is a pleasure for both the 
eyes and the stomach, with its 
fairy lights and eye-catching 
facade. The soups, however, are 
the real winner here. Try the Ma-

laysian on a cold winter day; it’ll 
fill your tummy and warm your 
heart with a mix of sweet pota-
toes, ginger and peanut paste. 

The Deli
One of the best pizza places in 
town, The Deli has lunch offers 
on large pizzas that you can take 
with you and share with friends 
or colleagues. They make their 
own dough, sauces and herbs 
that they assemble right in front 
of you. The vegan pizza is wick-
ed, with tomatoes, onions, garlic 
and (weird, I know) peanuts. If 
you’re feeling peckish and you 
don’t need a whole pie, grab 
a slice or two and enjoy with a 
drop of their fragrant garlic oil.

Lobster Hut
Raise your hand if you’re tired 
of having falafel at Mandi when 
you’re downtown on the piss on 
a Saturday morning. If you are 
looking for a quick snack to eat 
on your way home while your 
fingers threaten to fall off from 
the cold, stop by the Lobster Hut 
for a sandwich. They offer half 
and whole subs, and you can add 
chilli mayo for free. The lovely 
ladies in the truck will exchange 

pleasantries while you wait, but 
they’ll also whip up your sub 
with a lot of love. There’s noth-
ing better to please or your over-
worked synapses at this point in 
the night. 

“It’ll fill your tummy and warm your heart  
with a mix of sweet potatoes, ginger  

and peanut paste.”

Super soup at Súpa
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ensures every dish on the menu is both 
creative and well executed.

M O D E R N   I C E L A N D I C  C U I S I N E  M E E TS  
C OZ Y  S CA N D I N AV I A N  AT M O S P H E R E

Take in one of the city's most breathtaking  
views while enjoying a wide variety of 
delicious courses & quirky cocktails.

www.centerhotels.com/restaurants   |   #eatinthecenter   |    

D E L I C I O U S  FO O D  &  F U N  C O C K TA I L S  
W I T H  A  T R U LY  S P ECTAC U L A R  V I E W

TAST Y  I C E L A N D I C  FO O D  I N  A  C H I C  
SETTING IDEAL FOR A SPECIAL NIGHT

W W W . J O R G E N S E N K I T C H E N . C O M W W W . S K Y R E S TA U R A N T. I SW W W . I S A F O L D R E S TA U R A N T. C O M

Delic ious food in the  o f Reykjav ík!

R E S T A U R A N T  &  B A RRESTAURANT
ÍSAFOLD

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER
Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.

We o�er a unique selection of Icelandic beer– 20 bottled, 
10 on draft, and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks
in a casual and fun atmosphere.

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.isOpen 11:30–23:30 
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“We are giving the middle  
finger to the restaurant industry.”

DINING

Gourmet + 
Fast Food  
= Le Kock
Guts and gumption at the newest  

bad child restaurant
Words  Shruthi Basappa   Photos  Varvara Lozenko

At the risk of generalisation, I’ll 
just say it: criticism is general-
ly frowned upon in Iceland, and 
avoiding confrontation is quite 
commonplace. But a trio of bad boy 
chefs, Karl Óskar Smárason, Knú-
tur Hreiðarsson and Markús Ingi 
Guðnason are stirring up trouble at 
Le Kock by shaking up the old order. 

Their “burger and fries offer of the 
last century” is a not-so-subtle dig 
at Hamborgarabúllan’s offer of the 
century, and social media confes-
sions of being football haters came 
on the heels of Iceland’s recent 
sporting victory.
 Alma maters of Matur og Dryk-
kur, under the tutelage of Gisli 

Matthias Auðunsson, the seasoned 
chefs hung up their white coats to 
open the cheekily named Le Kock 
earlier this year. The name alone 
has caught the public’s fancy—al-
though their much-talked about 
burgers and doughnuts have as 
well. 

Kock what?
The menu at Le Kock is an homage 
to Icelandic childhood nostalgia 
combined with an American vibe. 
Cheeseburgers jostle for space with 
whoopie pies and Surmjölk and 
Cheerio doughnuts. Markus grew 
up in the United States, which ex-
plains the American influence. 
 But why Le Kock? “The story 
behind the name?’” laughs Markús. 
“That was all Knútur. He came up 
with the name. There were a lot 
of different reasons. It represents 
us as chefs. We are ruthless. We 
are giving the middle finger to the 
restaurant industry.”
 That brazen attitude isn’t just all 
talk however. Le Kock takes pride in 
its gourmet approach to fast food. 
The condiments, burger fixin's 
and even the ketchup are all made 
in-house, from scratch. The bread 
is baked every day and the dough-
nuts are made of deep fried yeasted 
dough. “Everyone’s scared to do it 

here,” says Markús. “Everyone’s too 
formal and trying to please every-
one. And no one is stepping out of 
the box.’’ 

Gourmet fast food
But isn’t gourmet fast food an oxy-
moron? “We all come from fine din-
ing experience,” says Markus. “The 

thing about fine dining chefs is I 
don’t think they actually like doing 
it. We actually like to cook and eat 
this food. No one is doing gourmet 
fast food in Iceland. We saw it as an 
opportunity to do it. To just go for 
it.”
 What about the too many cooks 
adage—could the kitchen handle all 
of them together? Markus shakes 
his head. “Being three chefs we are 
able to do it ourselves, or teach peo-
ple how to do it. We just don’t want 
to buy anything. We are chefs and 
we want to do it ourselves. Knútur 
is the creative one, Kalli is the work-
horse with the organizational skills, 
and I’m the baker. I take Knútur’s 
ideas and work them out.”

Spud buns
Popular in the USA, and inspired 
by Martin’s rolls, potato bread rolls 
at Le Kock are a departure from 
the more typical brioche buns. 
The addition of potatoes makes 
for a lighter, springier crumb that 
doesn’t disintegrate in the juice 
from the burger patty, and holds its 
own right down to the last bite. So 
if you’ve been wondering why their 
burgers taste so good, it starts with 
the buns.
 In a short time, Le Kock has 
managed to whip up a deserved 

frenzy for their fare. Lunch lines are 
common, and their doughnuts sell 
out out before the end of the day. 
The cheeseburgers are a classic riff, 
and we recommend pairing it with 
the Greek fries. And don’t forget to 
grab a box of assorted doughnuts 
on your way out. 

www.braudogco.is

frakkastigur 16

hlemmur matholl

Fakafen 11

OPENING HOURS
EARLY - 18:00

OPENING HOURS
EARLY - 18:00

OPENING HOURS
EARLY - 18:00

Kock, like the icelandic word for chef, "kokkur." And some other stuff.
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www.braudogco.is

frakkastigur 16

hlemmur matholl

Fakafen 11

OPENING HOURS
EARLY - 18:00

OPENING HOURS
EARLY - 18:00

OPENING HOURS
EARLY - 18:00
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Reykjavík’s bar culture is quite diverse, ranging from the smallest 
three-table hole that serves one beer, where regulars threaten you 
for taking an extra chair, to huge glittering bottle-service rooms 
lined with leather and mirrors. Unfortunately for our panel of judg-
es, selecting these bars doesn’t mean an actual field trip, but it does 
require a certain—how shall we put it politely—expertise. They 
range from former bar staff, to performers who find themselves in 
bars all the time, to writers who sometimes write, and sometimes 
just drink about it. So here are the results that our ragtag team of 
(ahem) experts came up with. Now get out there and have a few!

Best place to start the night

KEX Hostel 
Skúlagata 28

KEX Hostel is a great place to kick off an evening. It’s a hostel bar, 
but it kind of transcends that description, with an amazing view over 
Faxaflói and Mount Esja, beautiful decor, spacious tables, and a large 
wraparound bar with stools to perch on. It’s especially fun if they’ve 
got a live show booked—they’re almost always free, with great local 
and international bands. KEX just has a cool atmosphere, with the 
bonus of great food and a good beer selection.

Runners Up 

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgata 76
Off the beaten path from the main 
Laugavegur drag, this excellent café 
was once a discount shoe shop that 
was virtually never open. It has a great 
selection of beers, wines and cocktails, 
lovely décor that feels like a hip living 
room, and tasty vegan food. It closes 
early, but it’s adorable.

Bar Ananas
Klapparstígur 38
Go here for the hip crowd, off-menu cock-
tails (ask for something weird & specific) 
and good, uplifting music. It makes up 
for the tiniest dancing space in Iceland 
by being filled with nooks and crannies 
for your “trúnó,” meet-up or hookup.

Previous Winners
2016: KEX Hostel 
2015: Loft Hostel
2014: Kaldi Bar
2013: Slippbarinn

Best place to end  
the night

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 

Ending the night in Reykjavík usually 
means an after party, but before that, 
you're gonna want to make the most 
out of the evening, see your friends, 
make some new ones, and generally 
get swept up in the fun and chaos of 
downtown. Kaffibarinn is something 
of an institution for partying—pretty 
much everyone seems to gravitate 
there in the course of an evening, 
making it a unique, neverending 
social event as much as a bar. Trust in 
Kaffibarinn: you’re basically guaranteed 
a fun, messy time.

Runners Up

Húrra
Tryggvagata 22
Last year’s winner, Húrra remains a 
strong contender for a place to top off 
the night—but the panel decided that 
it doesn’t quite have that last-stop kind 
of vibe: “It’s great,” said a panelist, “but 
I always end up going somewhere else 
when I party there.”  

Prikið
Bankastræti 12
With its packed and grinding dance 
floor and huge social smoking area, 
this hip-hop spot is another classic 
nightcap, but tends to skew young 
and is notoriously difficult to get into. 
The panel said: “I end up going when 
I’m bored and I get really wasted, but 
there’s always such a long line.”

Previous Winners
2016: Húrra 
2015: Paloma Basement
2014: Paloma
2013: Harlem (RIP)

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2017

Drinking
Tipsy or wasted, the choice is yours.

Best all-around bar

Húrra
Tryggvagata 22

Húrra has been a stalwart in the bar 
scene for quite some time now, and 
with good cause. It’s a great place 
to go anytime and for almost any 
reason—early weeknight drinks with 
work mates, late weekend nights on 
your own, dancing with your friends, or 
catching a quality gig in their excellent 
music and events programme. The 
drinks are varied and well priced, the 
staff are cute and friendly, the toilets 
are clean, and with the recent addition 
of karaoke downstairs, it truly is the 
best bar.

Runners Up

Prikið
Bankastræti 12
This was a very close race between Húrra 
and Prikið—with the former winning out 
almost exclusively because of space and 
clean bathrooms—but Prikið is great. A 
good happy hour, fun DJs playing mainly 
hip-hop, a fun yet small dance floor, and a 
generally upbeat atmosphere. If you can 
beat the line, enjoy.

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1
Kaffibarinn is a classic, hands down, 
and the panel agreed that it couldn’t go 
without a nod for its consistent quality 
in the local bar scene. It’s a particularly 
great place to go on weeknights, as the 
weekends can get extremely packed 
with long lines, but those parties do get 
wild. Just don’t you dare take a picture 
in there!

Previous Winners
2016: Prikið
2015: KEX Hostel
2014: Boston
2013: Dolly (RIP)
2012: Faktorý (RIP)
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Best bar to go dancing

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

After winning this slot three years in 
a row, Kiki has been knocked out by 
Prikið’s hip-hop-centric party cry. With 
a tightly packed dance floor that you 
hit as soon as you enter the bar, you 
immediately get swept into the fun, 
friendly party. “It’s the only place I will 
go alone,” said one panellist, “because 
you’ll hang out and dance with nice 
random people. You just feel good in 
there.” The dancing tends to spread 
out all over both tightly packed floors 
while the bartenders keep the party 
atmosphere high. 

Runners Up 

Húrra
Tryggvagata 22
Húrra won best all-around bar for many 
reasons, and one big one is its very big 
and impressive dancefloor. Every week-
end, gig or no gig, Húrra invariably has 
a great DJ booked and a ton of space in 
which to flail about like an idiot or pull 
cool shapes to impress the cuties. You 
can even dance on the stage!

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1
By day Kaffibarinn is a cosy pub, but at 
night, they fire up the mirror ball in the 
main bar, and move out the tables, and 
it turns into crazy, packed out mini-
club. They have a eclectic DJs every 
night of week, but at weekends the mu-
sic policy is mostly house. Kaffibarinn is 
a meeting place, a classic bar, and an 
ever-reliable party option.

Previous Winners
2016: Kiki Queer Bar
2015: Kiki Queer Bar
2014: Kiki Queer Bar
2013: Harlem (RIP)
2012: Bakkus (RIP)

Best newcomer bar

Pablo Discobar
Veltusund 1

This fancy-ass cocktail club is a com-
pletely unique and welcome addition 
to Reykjavík’s nightlife and it’s causing 
quite a stir! It’s rather upscale and you 
need to book a table and check your 
bank account before you go throw 
down for a lot of their acrobatically 
mixed drinks, but the experience is en-
tirely worth it. The place has a gorgeous 
70s tiki lounge/Boogie Nights décor and 
the throwback disco music is on point. 
Bienvenido!

Runners Up 

Veður
Klapparstígur 33
This beautifully designed new bar 
looks really fancy, but it has a laid-back 
atmosphere, serves a great selection 
of cocktails and beers, and plays ex-
cellent music. The weekend night–time 
crowd is a bit American Psycho, but 
that’s not without its charm.  

Bazaar Oddsson
Hringbraut 121
This new bar, located just outside of 
the city centre in the Oddsson Hotel, 
boasts beautiful interior design and 
a cool-but-very-expensive private 
karaoke room. The service and food can 
be patchy, but with some cool shows 
booked ahead, we have high hopes for 
it and we’re glad it’s here.

Previous Winners
2016: Bryggjan Brugghús
2015: Mikkeller & Friends
2014: Húrra
2013: Kaldi
2012: Slippbarinn, Hótel Marína

Best place to watch 
sports over a beer

Lebowski Bar
Laugavegur 20a

Like the Icelandic football team’s un-
likely and triumphant rise to near-glory 
in Euro 2016, Lebowski Bar boldly 
takes the gold for the first time in this 
category. This giant diner-like theme 
bar is smack in the centre of town, 
and takes the prize for its particularly 
fantastic coverage of the aforemen-
tioned sporting event, as well as the 
last Olympics. It’s got all the beers and 
drinks you need to celebrate wins or 
mourn losses, plus tasty burgers and 
shakes. Gooooal!

Runners Up 

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20
Formerly the only sports bar downtown, 
Bjarni Fel used to win this category 
by default. It’s still a perfect place to 
watch sports unbothered by any other 
shenanigans. It has many screens, an 
up-to-date schedule of events to be 
screened, and delivers sports singular-
ly to the thirsty fan.

Rauða Ljónið
Eiðistorg 15, 170 Seltjarnarnes
It’s out of the way in a weird little mall 
from a bygone era, but this fami-
ly-restaurant-by-day, sports-bar-by-
night is a place that’s worth trekking 
to for a taste of local culture. It’s the 
official bar of the KR football club, 
and rumour has it you might spot the 
President there.

Previous Winners
2016: American Bar
2015: Bjarni Fel
2014: Bjarni Fel
2013: Bjarni Fel
2012: Úrilla Górillan (RIP)

Best beer selection

Microbar
Vesturgata 2

Microbar is back on the beer throne 
after being ousted for the last couple 
of years. Its new cosier location has 
gained them points for the calm 
atmosphere and the helpful bar staff. 
They still boast their classic local beer 
tastings for the brew connoisseur as 
well as a huge selection of beers for 
the casual taster. Their selection is 
just as wide as runners–up Skúli and 
Mikkeller, but they edged them out by 
serving larger portions of the same 
beers for the same price.

Runners Up

Mikkeller & Friends
Hverfisgata 12
Last year’s winner stays on the list 
thanks to a unique selection of 
Mikkeller beers and beyond, poured by 
knowledgeable bartenders amongst 
antique-chic décor. Located upstairs 
from Hverfisgata 12, you also get the 
advantage of good DJs, fancy bar 
snacks, and a pizza if you're hungry. 

Skúli Craft Bar
Aðalstræti 9
A cool environment in a great location, 
Skúli has a strong presence in this cat-
egory with its vast selection of brews, 
although the prices can be steep for 
the serving size. “It has Cards Against 
Humanity and there’s one bartender 
who sometimes plays death metal,” 
said the panel. 

Previous Winners
2016: Mikkeller & Friends
2015: Skúli Craft Bar
2014: Micro Bar
2013: Micro Bar
2012: Micro Bar
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Best place for cocktails

Apotek
Austurstræti 16

Apotek takes the cocktail crown for the third consecutive year of mixed 
and shaken glory. Located in the lounge and restaurant of the hotel by 
the same name, it’s a large, bright room with opulent décor—exactly 
the kind of setting that lends itself to sitting back with a perfected 
blend of liqueurs and mixers. Their head mixologist recently took 
home a prize at the Reykjavík Bar Summit, so they are tens across 
the board. Plus, their cocktail-and-dessert happy hour deal is a steal!

Runners Up 

Slippbarinn
Mýrargata 2
This standard go-to bar for cocktails 
holds its own as far as the mixing game 
goes, with a unique menu and highly 
skilled bartenders to shake them up. 
The bar itself is a beautifully designed 
space with a gorgeous view, right on 
the old harbour. It closes on the early 
side, but it’s great to start out there.

Hverfisgata 12
Hverfisgata 12
The bar that unites The Pizza Place With 
No Name and Mikkeller & Friends holds a 
special place in cocktail-land for our pan-
el. “They have a cocktail of the week offer 
and good DJs every weekend, plus you 
can go upstairs to get beer or stay down-
stairs and have a pizza,” said one gushing 
panelist. Great drinks, great place.

Previous Winners
2016: Apotek
2015: Apotek
2014: Slippbarinn
2013: Borg, Hotel Borg
2012: Kolabrautin

Best bar for live music

Húrra
Tryggvagata 22

For the third year running, Húrra lifts the 
best live venue prize. Although we try to 
honour different bars in each category, 
this year Húrra won two unanimously. “Is 
there any better place? It’s the best and 
the only place I like to play, anyway,” said 
one musician on the panel. “The staff is 
great, the sound is great on stage and in 
the room, the sound techs are awesome, 
and the sound system is proper!” Part of 
us wishes there was another venue to 
consider, but we love Húrra. It’s great!

Runners Up 

MENGI
Óðinsgata 2
Although it’s not exactly a bar, the 
art and performance space MENGI is 
one of the top places to catch quality 
concerts by unique, often experimental 
musicians. Much of their programme is 
quite niche, but they do get some big 
draws too, and the sound and visuals 
are impeccable.

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22
Gaukurinn has long had a reputation 
as a place for harder-edged metal and 
punk events, but over the last year it 
has been ambitious in diversifying its 
programme, improving its facilities, 
and creating a friendly and safe space 
for all. 

Previous Winners
2016: Húrra
2015: Húrra
2014: Cafe Rosenberg
2013: Volta (RIP)

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2017

Drinking
Why have just one happy hour  
when you can have nine?

Best happy hour

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

Oh, bravo, Bravó, for having the best 
happy hour in this fair city. In a town 
with so many happy hours that we 
had to go ahead and create an entire 
app for them, Bravó edged out the 
competition with their lengthy happy 
hour. Namely, from 11am until 8pm. 
Those are nine very happy hours. If you 
get lucky and get a table, or even just a 
single seat in this small and often very 
packed place, then it’s the happiest 
place on earth.

Runners Up

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1
For a classy happy hour, Kaffibarinn 
has a great selection of Iceland’s 
finer beers on tap at little more than 
half their regular prices. “I especially 
like going there for their Wednesday 
Cheese & Wine Evening,” admitted one 
panelist. It’s warm and welcoming, and 
a great place to go relax.

Stofan
Vesturgata 3
When the name of the place literally 
translates to “the living room,” it’s 
pretty much expected to be a very cosy 
place to kick back with some late-af-
ternoon/early-evening drinks. With all 
their beers and wines on happy hour 
from 4pm until 8pm, plus their lovely 
central location and tasty menu, Stofan 
thoroughly deserves a nod.

Previous Winner:
2015: Foréttabarinn
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Pre-booking is required. Book online at bluelagoon.com

SALKA VALKA
FISH & MORE

SkólavörDustígur 23  • 101 reykjavík

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, 
Fish & Vegan Soups, Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings

on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

www.facebook.com/salkavalka23www.instagram.com/salkavalka_fishnmore
Certificate of Excellence by Trip Advisor

We are here!

Best Smoking Area Hressó
Austurstræti 20

Smokers in Reykjavík are basically in trouble come winter, when the sub-zero city is 
lashed by endless storms. But fear not: Hressó’s spacious, covered, semi-outdoor 
patio area is the perfect solution to keep your cigs dry. It has loads of seats and 
tables and it’s heated, too, so you don’t have to suffer sub-Arctic facial ache while 
relaxing with a beer and getting some nicotine into your system.

Runners Up

Boston
Laugavegur 28b
Boston may have a bit of a worn-in vibe, 
but the smoking area is one of the best 
in Reykjavík. In the large tented area 
on the bar’s terrace, you can sit on a 
comfortable sofa protected from the 
elements under outdoor heaters, and 
huff on your anachronous cancer sticks 
until the cows come home.

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28
It’s not the most scenic spot in the city 
currently, due to a building site—but 
hey, this is an award for smoking whilst 
not being shit on by the weather, not 
nicotine-fuelled sightseeing. So Kex 
Hostel’s covered and heated patio area 
will do quite nicely for a smoke, thank 
you very much. 
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Pre-booking is required. Book online at bluelagoon.com

SALKA VALKA
FISH & MORE

SkólavörDustígur 23  • 101 reykjavík

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, 
Fish & Vegan Soups, Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings

on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

www.facebook.com/salkavalka23www.instagram.com/salkavalka_fishnmore
Certificate of Excellence by Trip Advisor

We are here!
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BURRO TAPAS + STEAKS 
NEW LOCAL FAVORITE!

BURRO.IS VELTUSUND 1
+354 552 7333

“If you're looking for like-minded  
peeps, here you go.” 

SHOPPING

Vinyl Fantasy 
VII

A guide to downtown Reykjavík record stores

Words  John Rogers   Photos Art Bicnick

Downtown Reykjavík has some 
great  independent  record 
stores, all of which sell LPs by 
Icelandic artists that you might 
not find elsewhere. So if—or 
more likely, when—you fall 
head over heels for some Icelan-
dic band during Airwaves, here 
are the places where you might 

be able to track down their mu-
sic. Smekkleysa, 12 Tónar and 
Mengi also run indie labels re-
leasing many of the best up ‘n’ 
coming artists in the country. 
Starting out at the Kólaportið 
flea market, and working your 
way up to Lucky Records on 
Rauðarárstígur, here are the 

best places to go crate-digging 
in downtown Reykjavík. 

Kolaportið
Tryggvagötu 19

Only open on weekends, this 
cavernous space is a bric-a-
brac haven, selling everything 
from cheap electronics to an-
tique books and army surplus 
clothing. There are a couple of 
dedicated second-hand record 
stalls, and you’ll stumble over 
boxes of used vinyl tucked away 
amongst the lamps, furniture, 
ornaments and ephemera. 

12 Tónar
Skólavörðustígur 15

This  classic  Reykjavík  re -
cord shop has been located at 
Skólavörðustígur 15 since 1998. 
The friendly and knowledgeable 
staff are happy to recommend 
Icelandic bands you might like 
based on your listening habits. 
After compiling your listening 
list, you’ll be given some head-
phones, a spot on the sofa, and 
a cup of coffee, so you can shop 
and relax at the same time.

Reykjavík Record Shop
Klapparstígur 35

The homely Reykjavík Record 
Shop is tucked away in a small 
unit on Klapparstígur, just off 
the main Laugavegur strip. 
They have a small but well-cu-
rated selection of vinyl, from 
both Icelandic and internation-
al artists, and there are some 
classics thrown in for good 
measure.

Mengi
Oðinsgata 2

This artist-run arts and music 
space is a staple of the local ex-

perimental music scene, host-
ing interesting exhibits by day 
and experimental performanc-
es by night. It’s definitely worth 
popping in to check out the re-
cords and art objects they have 
on sale by local artists—and 
from their own indie label—in 
their gallery and shop.

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgata 76

This vegan café-bar is a great 
lunch stop, and always has the 
crackle of vinyl in the air as the 
staff and customers pick LPs to 
play from their sprawling, ec-
centric record collection. The 
café also runs the Bónus Plötur 
micro-label releasing short-
runs of 7” records—pick one up 
if you’re seeking a true rarity.

Smekkleysa
Laugavegur 35

Smekkleysa (“Bad Taste” in En-
glish) is a record label and cre-
ative collective that grew from 
Reykjavík’s punk scene in the 
1980s—in fact, several Sugar-
cubes are still on the board. 
Today, Smekkleysa also runs 
a bright green record store at 
Laugavegur 35 with a fine selec-
tion of CDs and vinyl.

Lucky Records
Rauðarárstígur 10

When it comes to sheer quan-
tity of records on offer, Lucky 
Records wins hands down. 
It’s easy to lose an hour to 
crate-digging here, whether 
you’re after specific rarities, 
dusty second-hand LPs, or the 
latest Icelandic and interna-
tional releases. They also host 
free concerts occasionally, so 
keep an eye out out for those. 

Local thug perusing the vinyls at Lucky
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BURRO TAPAS + STEAKS 
NEW LOCAL FAVORITE!

BURRO.IS VELTUSUND 1
+354 552 7333
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DINING

Enjoy Your Pizza
From greasy comfort food to fine  

crust with fancy toppings

Words John Rogers & Alice Demurtas   Photos Art Bicnick

Most visitors to Iceland un-
derstandably want to try some 
traditional Icelandic cuisine, 
which is mostly centred around 
lamb and fish dishes. But Reyk-
javík, small as it is, has an im-
pressive amount of options for 
those in search of the greatest 
comfort food of all: pizza. Here 
are a few of  our favourite piz-
zerias.

Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15

The winner of our Best Pizza cate-
gory in the 2017 Best of Reykjavík 
magazine was Hornið. It’s Iceland’s 
oldest pizza restaurant, and has a 
special place in the hearts of lo-
cals. Expect thin, crispy bases and 
hearty toppings served in a com-
fortable, airy dining room with 
plenty of light coming through the 

floor-to-ceiling windows. We par-
ticularly recommend the seafood 
options. JR

The Deli
Bankastræti 14

There isn’t a better place for a 
quick bite on your lunch break 
than The Deli. This teeny tiny spot 
on Laugavegur sells whole pizzas 
as well as generously cut indi-
vidual slices at fair prices, with a 
crispy, thin crust and a plethora 
of toppings that you’d never in a 
million years throw together on a 
pizza. Yet, they work. Try the one 
with spinach and peanuts: it’s that 
perfect balance between soft and 
crunchy that’ll keep you coming 
back. AD

Coocoo’s Nest
Grandagarður 23

This cosy family-run eatery, 
tucked away in an ex-industrial 
unit on Grandi, rotates the menu 
each day of the week. Should you 
pop in on a Tuesday or Wednesday, 
you can try their delicious, crispy, 
generously-topped pizzas. A food-
ie favourite. JR

Eldsmiðjan
Laugavegur 81 + various 

locations
In the past few years Eldsmiðjan 
has really stepped up its game. 
The trick to making a great piz-
za is getting the dough right; too 
salty or too insipid and you’ve ru-
ined it. Indeed, Eldsmiðjan must 
have suddenly changed its salt-to-
water ratio, transforming their 
bland imitations into a treat for 
the senses. The menu includes the 
classic pepperoni, but the veggie 
options will make your mouth wa-
ter. Try the basil, fresh tomato and 
sea salt Campania. AD

Domino’s 
Tel: 58 12345

If you can’t go to the pizza, have 
the pizza come to you. Domi-
no’s has several branches dotted 

around the city. You know the drill: 
basic, no-frills comfort food, with 
a choice of bases, a wide range of 
sides, and the option to decide on 
your own selection of toppings. 
Domino’s in Iceland does exactly 
what you expect it to do. Just for 
more money than you’re used to 
elsewhere, probably. JR

Hverfisgata 12
Hverfisgata 12

Having opened originally as The 
Pizza Place With No Name, this 
cosy bar and pizza joint is known 
to most by its address: Hverfisgata 
12. It’s one of the best pizza places 
Iceland has to offer, with a carni-
val-themed interior, DJs, a stellar 
cocktail menu, and a selection of 
gourmet pizzas with unexpected 
topping combinations. They have 
hearty weekend brunch pizzas, 
and you can head upstairs to Mik-
keller & Friends for some fancy 
beer afterwards. You’ll feel better 
walking out than you did going in. 
JR

Flatey 
Grandagarður 11

The new kid on the pizza block 
is Flatey, a pizzeria located in 
the ex-industrial harbour area 
of Grandi. Named after a tiny 
island in Breiðafjörður, Flatey 
offers authentic Napoli-style 
pizzas baked in a large cus-
tom-made  oven. It's a very new 
restaurant  indeed, but early 
indications from those who've 
eaten there are that it's here to 
stay. With high quality ingredi-
ents, attention to detail and a 
cosy atmosphere, hooray from 
Flatey! JR

Flatey, the new kid on the block

Vesturgötu 3B  |  101 Reykjavík  |  Tel. 551 2344  |  www.tapas.is

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

A LOCAL FAVOURITE
FOR 17 YEARS

TAPASBARINN – A MUST TRY IN ICELAND

Experience tapas the Icelandic way, made with 
the freshest local ingredients in an energetic  
and vibrant atmosphere. 

ALL THE ICELANDIC BEERS ICELANDIC 
CUISINE WITH 

A TWIST+IN ONE AWESOME PLACE
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until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends
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Experience tapas the Icelandic way, made with 
the freshest local ingredients in an energetic  
and vibrant atmosphere. 
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While high prices mean Reykjavík isn’t really thought of as a shop-
per’s paradise, there are still plenty of great local products you can 
only get here. Whether you’re hunting for a piece of Icelandic design, 
searching for hard-to-find vinyl by an Icelandic artist, stocking the 
fridge of your Airbnb, or hunting down the perfect hand-knitted lo-
papeysa, this guide will get you on the right track. Most of the winners 
are located in downtown Reykjavík, but a few are scattered throughout 
the Greater Reykjavík area, giving you a good excuse to get out of the city 
centre hubbub and do some exploring. Happy shopping! 

Best grocery store

Krónan 
Fiskislóð 1-21 & other locations

Whilst the bargainous pig-logoed branches of Bónus might have a 
firm hold on the hearts, wallets, fridge-freezers and reusable shop-
ping bags of anyone who lives downtown, this year most of our pan-
el preferred rival chain Krónan. Despite there being no downtown 
location, they praised Krónan’s size, and the quality and variety of 
produce on offer. “It’s open the latest, so you don’t have to plan your 
life around it,” said one panellist. “And Krónan in Grandi is a party,” 
added another. “I always put on lipstick before I go.”

Runners Up 

Melabúðin
Hagamelur 39 
This small-but-perfectly-formed neigh-
bourhood grocery store in Vesturbær 
is a star amongst Reykjavík’s food 
shops, with a stellar selection packed 
into its tight aisles and a sociable NYC 
delicatessen feel. “You can get nice 
cheese—or alligator steaks,” said the 

panel. “It’s where you go if you want to 
stock up for a nice dinner party.”

Fjarðarkaup
Hólshraun 1b, 220 Hafnarfjörður
This Hafnarfjörður grocery is a throw-
back that’s charmingly traditional, from 
the friendly service to the old-style 
butcher’s counter. “There are genera-
tions of people working there,” said the 
panel. “Icelandic people who don’t live 
in Hafnarfjörður make a trip to go there 
together—like a family thing.”

Previous Winner
2016: Bónus

Best shop to pick  
up local design

Akkúrat
Aðalstræti 2

Since bursting onto the scene in 
May, the shiny new Akkúrat store at 
Aðalstræti 2 has become a go-to for 
Icelandic design. In addition to the 
signature range of sweaters by Döðlur, 
they also have a wide range of Icelandic 
and Scandinavian products, from Karhu 
sneakers to Swimslow swimsuits made 
from recycled materials, to hand-paint-
ed Felamig mugs, and a ton of other 
fabulous brands. It’s Reykjavík’s newest 
design palace. 

Runner Up

Rammagerðin
Skólavörðustígur 12 & more
This long-established crafts and design 
store has been running since 1940, since 
way before Icelandic design was cool. 
“I’ve always had a fascination for Ram-
magerðin,” said one panellist. “It might 
look like a tourist shop, but it’s been there 
for seventy or eighty years, so even if it is 
a tourist shop, it must be a good one.”

Newcomer

YPSILON
Aðalstræti 2
YPSILON is on the upper tier of Aðalstræ-
ti 2, above Akkúrat. It’s an independent 
co-op store run by emerging local 
designers USEE, Anti Matter, KOLBRUN, 
HZERO, IIDEM, Tanja Levý and Neptún, 
selling original clothing, ‘upcycled 
ravewear,’ and a variety of interesting 
accessories, objects and magazines. 

Previous Winners
2016: Kraum
2015: Spark Design Space (RIP)
2014: Kraum
2013: Kraum

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2017

Shopping
Gird your wallets...

Best shop to pick  
up local fashion

KIOSK
Ingólfstræti 6

Laugavegur fashion boutique KIOSK is 
something of an institution, and wins 
the local fashion category for a seventh 
time. The store is run by the designers 
themselves, who take turns working at 
the counter, so the odds of you buying 
a piece from the person who designed 
it are quite a bit higher than in your 
average boutique. “Each designer here 
helps out the others,” said the panel. 
“They all promote each other’s projects. 
I’d always choose to invest in a piece in 
KIOSK over any other store.” You never 
know, your new item from KIOSK could 
be a future classic. 

Runners Up

Stefánsbúð P3
Ingólfsstræti 2b
In an attractive new downtown location 
on Ingólfsstræti, Stefánsbúð P3 sells a 
fine selection of clothing and accesso-
ries from both Icelandic and interna-
tional designers, including Skaparinn, 
Henrik Vibskov, JACCO PARIS jewellery, 
Baggu bags, iRi shoes, and more. Be 
sure to check out their selection of 
vintage and secondhand items for a 
designer bargain.

Geysir
Skólavörðustígur 7 & 16
The presence of the aesthetically 
immaculate Geysir seems to continually 
grow in Reykjavík, especially since they 
launched their own clothing line and 
accompanying catalogue. “It’s expen-
sive, but beautiful and timeless,” said 
the panel. “You always know what you 
will get there, and it’s very nice.”

Previous Winners
2015: KIOSK
2014: KIOSK
2013: KIOSK
2012: KIOSK
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Best bookshop

Mál og Menning
Laugavegur 18

While downtown Reykjavík has quite 
a few large book shops, in line with 
the city’s standing as a UNESCO City of 
Literature, Mál og Menning occupies 
a special place in the hearts of Ice-
landers. It has three levels with great 
curated displays of the latest titles, and 
for visitors, there’s an area dedicated 
to selling recent and classic Icelandic 
literature in English. “It has the most 
space and the best selection,” said the 
panel. “It has a good atmosphere—
there’s no question that it’s the best 
in town.” The cafe is a haunt of local 
writers, and it hosts occasional book 
launches and readings, too.

Runners Up

IÐA Zimsen
Vesturgata 2a
This peaceful spot is equal parts café 
and bookstore, so you can get a coffee 
and a snack while you leaf through your 
purchases. “Everything in there is inter-
esting,” said the panel. “I love sitting there 
and looking at the books and magazines. 
I feel like I’m in a different country.”

Eymundsson 
Skólavörðust. 11, Austurstræti 18
This Icelandic book store chain has 
several branches with a great selection 
of Icelandic writing and all the latest 
international titles, often in both 
Icelandic and English. The cafes at the 
Skólavörðustígur and Austurstræti 
locations also make for great peo-
ple-watching spots.

Previous Winners
2016: Eymundsson Austurstræti
2015: Sjónarlind
2014: Nexus
2013: Eymundsson, Bankastræti
2012: Mál og Menning

Best barber

Stjúri
Laugavegur 59

A good barber knows that their cus-
tomers like to have a nice experience 
as well as a sharp haircut. Stjúri—a 
tucked-away barber located in top 
men’s clothing store Kormákur and 
Skjöldur—knows this better than most. 
“He has a loyal following,” said one 
regular on the panel. “Be warned, you 
have to book three or four months in 
advance. I’m booked in there for the 
whole year now. He just does everything 
so well. You don’t just get the haircut, 
you can go into the back and have a 
cup of coffee.” Pick up a bow tie on the 
way out, now that you’re looking fancy. 

Runners Up 

Rakarastofa Ragnars og Harðar
Vesturgata 48
This family business is run by a 
father-and-son duo, giving the place a 
welcoming family atmosphere. “A lot of 
my friends go there,” said one panellist. 
“They’ve got an old school look. Harðar 
is the dad and Ragnar is the son. It’s 
very cosy. I like the look of it.”

Rauðhetta & Úlfurinn
Skólavörðustígur 8
In a sense, Rauðhetta & Úlfurinn is a 
Reykjavík classic. It’s been around 
for over a decade, and the service is 
congenial without being overbearing. 
People are loyal to their favourite 
hairdresser, meaning some of them 
have long waiting lists, but pop in and 
try your luck.

Previous Winners
2016: Barber
2015: Barber

Best secondhand shop

Spúútnik
Laugavegur 28b and Kringlan

With our previous winner Kolaportið 
increasingly turning into a market for 
cheap imported goods, vintage para-
dise Spúútnik moves into first place. 
This well-curated clothing emporium 
is more like a secondhand clothing 
boutique than a charity shop. “It’s 
expensive,” said the panel, “but it’s all 
imported stuff you won’t find anywhere 
else. They’re particular with the selec-
tion—after sorting through maybe sixty 
shirts, they’ll determine that just one is 
good enough to go onto the shop floor.”

Runners Up

Red Cross
Laugavegur 12b & 116, 
Skólavörðustígur 12
There are a handful of Red Cross 
locations in Reykjavík, the most popular 
of which is a small store on Laugavegur. 
“When you go secondhand shopping 
you want something cheap and unique,” 
said the panel, “and the place to go for 
that is the Red Cross.” There’s also a 
second, larger store near Hlemmur.

Fatamarkaður
Laugavegur 118
Further up the street from Spúútnik sits 
its sister store, Fatamarkaður. It’s simi-
lar in style but cheaper in price—while 
the tip-top best items are to be found 
in Spúútnik, if you’re on a tight budget 
you’ll probably be able to find some-
thing close in style and quality here.

Previous Winners
2016: Kolaportið
2015: Hertex
2014: Spúútnik
2013: Spúútnik
2012: Fatamarkaður

Best record store

Lucky Records 
Rauðarárstígur 10

Lucky Records is probably the biggest 
record shop in Iceland, with shelves 
upon shelves of new and used vinyl and 
CDs on offer. They have a small stage 
where local and visiting bands some-
times perform, and expert staff that 
can always help you find what you’re 
looking for. “They stock classics and 
limited editions,” said the panel. “It’s 
expensive, but it’s the only store with 
a wide selection of obscure releases.” 
The panel also complimented the pure 
variety of their stock: “You can go in the 
back room to continue the search. It’s 
endless: dig, dig, dig!”

Runners Up

12 Tónar
Skólavörðustígur 15
This city-centre record store is 
something of an institution, offering 
the unique experience of having the 
store staff ask about your music taste 
then sit you down with a coffee, some 
headphones, and a pile of Icelandic 
records. It’s also a label that puts out 
many top Icelandic artists. A must-visit 
Reykjavík store.

Smekkleysa Plötubúð
Laugavegur 35
Smekkleysa is a label that has put out a 
lot of classic Icelandic music, including 
The Sugarcubes, and their old-school, 
bright green record shop also stocks 
a carefully curated selection of new 
international releases. You’ll always find 
some rarities and surprises there.

Previous Winners
2016: Reykjavík Record Shop 
2015: Reykjavík Record Shop
2014: Lucky Records
2013: Lucky Records
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Best clothing store

Húrra Reykjavík
Hverfisgata 50 & 78

Húrra Reykjavík is a white-cube space 
located on Hverfisgata, a street that’s un-
dergone a huge facelift in recent years. 
The store has become a fast favourite 
with locals, including all the members 
of our panel, who collectively called this 
one immediately. “Húrra has created a 
buzz and excitement around fashion 
never before seen in Iceland,” they said. 
“They have also single-handedly created 
a sneaker culture here. Before Húrra, no 
one had ever camped out to buy a pair 
of sneakers in Iceland.” The excitement 
is for people of all ages, they noted: “My 
boss who is 63 years old just bought 
shoes at Húrra.”

Runners Up 

Herrafataverzlun Kormáks & Skjaldar 
Laugavegur 59
This upmarket haberdashery sells top 
quality menswear and accessories. Their 
suits are cut to various pleasingly retro 
fits, and made from sturdy Shetland 
tweed. It’s an experience to shop 
there—the service is old-fashioned, and 
there’s an in-house barber and a tailor for 
alterations. It’s on the pricey side, but you 
really get what you pay for here. 

Aftur
Laugavegur 39
Aftur is a mecca for Iceland’s stylish 
gothy fashionistas. Whilst most of the 
young Reykjavík crowd is wearing 
baseball caps and 90s throwback pieces, 
the older ones are often seen in flowing 
black caps and dresses. If you want 
to get this particularly distinctive 101 
Reykjavík look, go here. 

Previous Winners
None: it's a new category.

Best place to buy a wool 
sweater

Handprjóna-
sambandið
Skólavörðustígur 19

The Icelandic wool sweater, or lopap-
eysa, is a staple of Icelandic clothing. 
These thick woollen sweaters last a very 
long time and are warm, breathable 
and showerproof, being made from 
the thick, bristly Icelandic wool known 
as lopi. Their popularity with visitors 
means that they’re sometimes now 
mass-produced outside of Iceland for 
tourists, then shipped back in: but one 
place you know you’ll get the real deal 
is at Handprjónasambandið, Iceland’s 
very own hand-knitting association. 
“It’s an experience to shop there,” said 
the panel. “They have all colours and all 
fits, from neon green to a Spiderman 
pattern—whatever you want.” Choose 
wisely!

Runners Up

Red Cross
Laugavegur 12b & 116, 
Skólavörðustígur 12
Lopapeysur can be pretty pricey, so if 
you’re on a budget, secondhand can be 
the way to go. The various branches of 
Red Cross has a fluctuating but often 
quite wide choice, and you’ll know the 
money goes to a good cause. The panel 
remarked: “There’s a good selection, 
and they are all ‘authentic,’ if you will.”

Farmers & Friends
Hólmaslóð 2 & Laugavegur 37
Of the more high-street-style options, 
the panel opted for the Farmers Market 
outlet, Farmers and Friends. “Their 
sweaters have a modern look that is 
very fashionable, and a nice fit,” they 
said. “If you want to wear your sweater 
with a short skirt and high heels, the 
Farmers Market brand is it.”

Previous Winners
2016: Handprjónasambandið
2015: Red Cross
2014: Handprjónasambandið 

Best goddamn store

Kjötborg
Ásvallagata 19

Kjötborg is a neighbourhood convenience store that takes people 
back to the days before supermarkets and chains. A favourite with 
Vesturbær locals, it’s a bastion of continuity in a rapidly changing 
city. “I used to go there when I was really small and they still know 
me,” said one panelist. “I can write down my name if I forgot my 
wallet. It’s one of those places—a neighborhood store.” Another 
added: “When the food is at its sell-by date, they go around to el-
derly people and give it to them for free. It’s one of the few stores 
left with such a personal touch. It’s one of the last authentic corner 
shops.” 

Runners Up

Góði Hirðirinn
Fellsmúli 28
The Icelandic version of the Good 
Shepherd is an Aladdin’s cave of 
secondhand furniture and jumble. “I 
love going in there—it’s all about the 
hustle-and-bustle, and unexpectedly 
finding a piano,” said the panel. “Some-
one just found a fake vagina sex toy 
there. There was a price tag on it and 
everything. Amazing.”

Borðið
Ægisíða 123
This neighbourhood spot in Vesturbær 
is a relative newcomer, but has quickly 
become a favourite with locals. It’s a 
café that also serves as a delicatessen, 
with a cheese and cured meats counter 
and shelves of fancy pasta and unusual 
dips and sauces. “It’s so cute and Ital-
ian-style,” remarked the panel.

Previous Winners
2016: Geysir
2015: Geysir

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2017

Shopping
Stuff is better than money anyway
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Can't catch the Northern Lights?
Don't worry, we have already done it for you!

www.aurorareykjavik.is

MULTIMEDIA EXHIBITION

TOUR BOOKING

 MOVIE THEATER

GIFT SHOP

OPEN DAILY 09:00 - 21:00

Grandagarður 2 | 101 Reykjavík

Tel: +354 780 4500

Bus 14 | free parking

10%
OFF

ENTRANCE FEE

www.aurorareykjavik.is

PUBLIC HOUSE GASTROPUB

publichouse.is  Laugavegur 24 - 354 555 7333

FUN DINING IN A GREAT 
ATMOSPHERE

“You’ll need snow tyres and a sense of ad-
venture, but going it alone enables you to 

take your destiny into your own hands.”

ACTIVITIES

Into The Wild
What to do with your day in  

the Icelandic wilderness

Words  John Rogers  Photos John Rogers & Art Bicnick

So, you’ve got just one day for 
a trip out of Reykjavík and into 
the countryside. But what to do 
with it? Should you just hire a 
car and hit the road? Should 
you book a bus trip around the 
Golden Circle? Should you go 
all-in and blow the family for-
tune on a Super Jeep excursion 
into some far flung corner of the 
Highlands? You could have fun 
doing any of these things, but to 
help you narrow it down, here 
are some day trips that we can 
heartily recommend.

Road Trippin’
The most liberating way to trav-
el in Iceland is by car. You’ll need 
snow tyres, a steady hand, and 
a sense of adventure, but going 
it alone enables you to take your 
destiny into your own hands. 
You could do the Golden Circle 
at your own speed, stopping 

for hot soup at the Fríðheimar 
greenhouse, drive the ‘forgot-
ten fjord’ of Hvalfjörður, and 
hike to the Glymur waterfall, or 
hit Route One South and take 
in the spectacular waterfalls of 
Seljalandsfoss and Skógafoss, 
as well as the black beach views 
from the Dyrhólaey headland. 
Or you could make a full day 
of it and head for the stunning 
and varied landscape of the fa-
mous Snæfellsnes peninsula. 
You could even get the ferry to 
the Westman Islands and go to 
the Eldheimar volcano museum, 
then hike up the Eldfell volcano. 
Pro tips: pack snacks, drive safe, 
take your swimming stuff in 
case you find any pools (which 
you will)—and be careful not to 
become a Grapevine news story 
by getting stuck on an off-limits 
F-road.

Life In The Coach Lane
Coach trips might not be the 
most glamorous way to see 
Iceland, but they’re affordable 
and hassle-free, and they have 
regular, frequent departures to 
various destinations. The Gold-
en Circle is often sniffed at as a 
well-trodden, basic Iceland tour, 
but to be honest, it’s nothing 
short of spectacular—Þingvel-
lir, Gulfoss and Geysir are es-
pecially majestic in the snowy 
season. There are also quieter 
routes around the magnificent 
Reykjanes peninsula with its 
vast mountains, placid lakes, 
the Krýsuvík geothermal area, 

and the coastal cliffs around 
the Reykjanesviti lighthouse. If 
you don’t mind spending much 
of your day on a bus, and see-
ing Iceland through a window, 
you could simply traverse right 
across the south coast to the 
Jökulsárlón glacier lagoon, and 
the crystalline ice caves of Vat-
najökull.

Gettin’ Fancy 
If money isn’t an object and 
you wanna see something re-
ally remote and spectacular, 
there are some great options 
available. Our best suggestion 
would be to book a Super Jeep 
tour. These monstrous vehi-
cles are equipped for the rough 
weather, and come with a driver 
who’s seen everything. There are 
group tours to the inaccessible 
and beautiful Þórsmörk valley, 
which is flanked by volcanoes 
and glaciers that seem within 
touching-distance. Or you can 
drive up onto the blue ice of the 
famous Eyjafjallajökull glacier. 
Private Super Jeep trips are also 
available, and allow you to de-
sign your own route. Finally, a 
helicopter tour from Reykjavík’s 
domestic airport can zip you 
quickly to a remote mountain 
spot, and the pilot will even pop 
open a champagne bottle while 
you’re there. 

Look out for a free copy our Best of 
Iceland sister magazine for more 
destinations, excursions, and trip 
ideas.

The Jökulsárlón ice cave
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Can't catch the Northern Lights?
Don't worry, we have already done it for you!

www.aurorareykjavik.is

MULTIMEDIA EXHIBITION

TOUR BOOKING

 MOVIE THEATER

GIFT SHOP

OPEN DAILY 09:00 - 21:00

Grandagarður 2 | 101 Reykjavík

Tel: +354 780 4500

Bus 14 | free parking

10%
OFF

ENTRANCE FEE

www.aurorareykjavik.is

PUBLIC HOUSE GASTROPUB

publichouse.is  Laugavegur 24 - 354 555 7333

FUN DINING IN A GREAT 
ATMOSPHERE
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Skólavörðustígur 19 
tel (+354) 552 1890

Borgartún 31
tel (+354) 552 1980

BUY DIRECTLY
FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHO MAKE THEM

SHOPPING 

Buy Sh*t
Step away from the stuffed puffin:  

here are some interesting, independently- 
produced Icelandic products you  

could take home instead. 
Words  John Rogers

Iceview  
Literature  

Magazine vol. 2
Iceview is an independent-
ly-produced travel-themed art 
and literature journal. It’s an 
intriguing mixture of photogra-
phy, painting, poetry, fiction and 
nonfiction, with the occasion-
al interview. The contents are 
meditative and engaging, and 
offer a range of entry points into 
thinking about travel and place. 
Iceview would be great company 
on a road trip around Iceland, 
or to reflect on your trip after-
wards. Get one at theiceview.is 
or at Penninn Eymundsson.

Mr. Tree Lamp
The Tullipop range began in 
2010, and has become some-
thing of an Icelandic design 
classic. It’s a gothic fantasy 
world that veers between Tim 
Burton-goes-Moomin weirdness 
and Harajuku-style kawaii. You 
can buy the denizens of the Tulli-
pop kingdom in formats ranging 
from figurines and plush teddies 
to lamps, stationery and table-
ware. This Mr. Tree lamp is one 
standout amongst many. Check 
out what’s on offer at their new 
flagship store at Skólavörðustig-
ur 43.

Döðlur Sweater
The Akkúrat Design Store on 
Aðalstræti is a shining new 
mecca for Icelandic design. It’s 
part-run by the Döðlur creative 
agency, who created a signature 
range for the store. The Döðlur 
sweater features a design that 
combines a couple of Icelan-
dic letters into an attractive 
non-letter graphic. Pick one 
up for the winter—no-
body else in your home-
town will have one, 
that’s for sure. 

R E S T A U R A N T----------------------------
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“You don’t see a lot of Icelandic bands talking 
about human feelings in such an honest way.”

SHOPPING 

Five Instant 
Classics

Pick up Grapevine’s Icelandic  
Albums Of The Year, 2013-2017

Words  The Grapevine Music Dept.
Photo  Magnús Andersen

Every January for the past five 
years, Grapevine has assem-
bled a panel to look back on 
the preceding year in Icelandic 
music and dish out the Grape-
vine Music Awards. The ‘Best 
Album’ category has often been 
the most hotly contested, but 
each year—after fiery debates, 
drinking competitions, arm 
wrestling, sword fights, and 
games of Twister—the judges 
always manage to align behind 
a single record that represents 
a creative leap for the artist and 
a significant contribution to the 
Icelandic music scene. So if you 
want to pick up a record to take 
home with you, make it one of 
these. Or, hey, why not treat 
yourself to all five?

See the best stores to pick up these 
records on page 30.

2013:
Hjaltalín - Enter 4 

In 2013, Hjaltalín’s ‘Enter 4’ was a 
game-changer for the acclaimed 
big-band pop ensemble, led by vo-
calist Högni Egilsson. At the panel 
discussion that year, the judges 
couldn’t stop talking about the 
effect this album had on them. 
“It’s a masterpiece,” remarked one 
panel member. “The band moves 

away from that huge sound of 
their first two albums and ven-
tures off into an adventurous ex-
ploration of melody and emotion. 
You don’t see a lot of Icelandic 
bands talking about human feel-
ings in such an honest way.” 

2014: 
Sin Fang - Flowers

One album stood head and shoul-
ders above a very fine crop of Ice-
landic albums in 2014—’Flowers,’ 
by indie-pop star Sin Fang. The 
production values, consistency, 
songwriting and all-around mu-
sical enjoyment factor were all 
lavished with praise by that year’s 
panel. “Sindri Már really stepped 
up his career with ‘Flowers,'” they 
said. “His interpretation of him-
self through this album comes 
from the artwork, visuals, perfor-
mances and lyrics alike, forming 
a complete aesthetic—Sin Fang 
becomes more of a cohesive pack-
age than ever. It’s a self-contained 
world, and an all-round pleasure 
to own, hold, listen to, and to see 
played live.” 

2015: 
M-Band - Haust

At the 2015 awards, the best al-
bum was the work of a bright 
young whippersnapper M-Band. 
The musical outlet of one Hörður 
Már Bjarnason, ‘Haust’ (“Au-
tumn”) was a debut LP that capti-
vated anyone who came across it. 
“After a couple of years of devel-
opment, ‘Haust’ turned out to be 
a beautiful and fully-formed work 
that incorporates both structure 
and spontaneity,” said the panel. 
“From pounding 4×4 rhythms to 

simmering, poetic ballads and 
squalls of electronic noise, ‘Haust’ 
is a wonderful debut led by pow-
erful creative instincts. An in-
stant classic.”

2016: 
Tonik Ensemble - 

Snapshots
Surprisingly enough, the 2016 Al-
bum of The Year was the easiest 
decision of the bunch. As soon 
as Tonik Ensemble’s simmering 
house/techno opus ‘Snapshots’ 
was mentioned, the panellists 
started raving about it, seeming-
ly trying to one-up each other in 
their declarations of love. “I wish 
we could give Tonik Ensemble the 
award in every category,” one of 
them noted, succinctly summa-
rizing the group’s collective feels. 
“But is it album of the year?” 
asked the moderator. “Tonik. Yes. 
Right on. Agreed,” everyone re-
plied. And that was that.

2017: 
Samaris - Black Lights

At the panel debate back in Janu-
ary of this year, the title track of 
the dreamy electronica trio Sa-
maris’s ‘Black Lights’ was nom-
inated as song of the year. Then 
so was their first single, “Wanted 
2 Say.” Then “R4vin.” Then it be-
came clear: it’s just an all-around 
great album. Moving on from 
2014’s ‘Silkidrangar,’ Samaris ad-
vanced to a new level. “They’ve re-
ally stepped up their sound,” one 
panelist said. “They’re singing in 
English, and Doddi’s production 
is fucking stunning. It’s not just 
a collection of singles, but some-
thing that makes sense.” 

Tonik Ensemble's Anton Kaldal
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Harpa Concert Hall and Conference Centre welcomes  
you with daily events, concerts and guided tours of the  
building. This amazing landmark is open to everyone  
all day long with its variety of restaurants and design  
shops. The stunning glass façade is lit up every night  
and the view is simply breathtaking.

Visit www.harpa.is for details.

Visit the Heart
of Reykjavík
You can't miss it

“End the night by dancing an  
interpretive dance on a table at Húrra.”

TRUST THE LOCALS

Perfect Day
How to Reykjavík, from those  

who know the city best
Words  John Rogers 

Who knows how better to nav-
igate a city than the locals? No-
body, that’s who. With that in 
mind, we asked some faces of 
the local scene—a footballer, 
a fashion designer, and a pho-
tographer—to tell us about how 
they’d spend their perfect day in 
Reykjavík. Imagine that! No work 
(unless they’re weird and want 
to), no fitness guilt (although 
some people apparently enjoy 
working out, wtf), and no budget 
considerations (yay!). What a day. 
Here are some highlights from 
their dream itineraries. 

Kaspars Bekeris
Journalist & Photographer

When I feel like my life is a mess, I 
try to stick to some kind of ritual. 
For the last decade, I’ve been trav-
eling a lot because of my work as a 
journalist. So, even when at home, 
I sometimes enjoy walking into a 

hotel—not hard to find in Reykja-
vik—and ordering breakfast. I find 
some odd comfort in the way they 
serve breakfasts almost identically 
in every cheap-ish hotel all over the 
world. It makes you feel at home, 
even if the butter and jam comes 
from small, disposable plastic con-
tainers. I am vegan, so I also like 
breakfast at Kaffi Vinyl, because 
of their vegan kitchen, good mu-
sic and because of the fact they try 
not to produce as much garbage 
as one can.

Glódís Perla 
Viggósdóttir

Footballer
I love starting my day with a work-
out, so if I have football training I 
would do that. If not, I would go 
to the gym, usually World Class 
in Seltjarnarnes, where I would 
end my workout by relaxing in the 
swimming pool, and definitely 

going into the ice bath next to the 
hot tubs. It does wonders for your 
body. On my way home I would stop 
at Boozt Barinn and get a “grænn 
ofurboozt” with vanilla protein.

Tanja Huld Levý
Fashion designer

My perfect day would end with 
sissying that walk to Kiki to watch 
‘RuPaul’s Drag Race All Stars 3.’ My 
favorite queens would be on that 
episode—Shea Couleé, Katya (she 
deserves a THIRD chance), Sharon 
Needles (I know she won, but I want 
to see a comeback) and Valentina—
and they’d never sashay away. After 
that I’d go to a drag show at Loft 
Hostel, have some drinks, and go to 
Boston for a game of pool, ending 
the night by dancing an interpre-
tive dance on a table at Húrra. 

Read the full Perfect Day 
articles at gpv.is/perfd.

Reykjavík Maritim
e Museum

unique

The Settlement Exhibition

mus
eumOne 

Árbær Open Air Museum

Reykjavík Museum of Photography

in five 
 Viðey Isla

nd

places

Reykjavík City Museum,
engaging journeys through 
culture, heritage and history.
www.reykjavikcitymuseum.is
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NORTHERN LIGHTS 
CRUISE

WITH THE PROS – FROM REYKJAVÍK & AKUREYRI

BOOK NOW AT ELDING.IS

Tel: +(354) 519 5000 

Adults 10.990 ISK
7-15 years 5.495 ISK
0-6 years free

“Skiing in the dark might sound intimidating, 
but you’ll feel 100% more hardcore than 

those losers who do it in the light.”

ACTIVITIES 

The Winter 
City

Pro-tip: watch out for roof avalanches

Words  John Rogers, Alice Demurtas &  
Hannah Jane Cohen    Photos  Art Bicnick

‘Tis the season to… be jol-
ly, sure, but also to clip snow 
cleats onto your shoes so you 
don’t slip and break a tibia as 
Reykjavík becomes a slippery 
ice sheet of death. But hey, as 
well as being potentially haz-
ardous, it also gets incredibly 
Christmassy around here—the 
long nights mean lots and lots 
of Christmas lights to brighten 
up the streets, and there are 
some super fun winter activi-
ties to take part in around the 
city. Here are a few of our fa-
vourites.

Ice Skating at 
Ingólfstorg Square

Show off your inner Tonya 
Harding with a jaunt around 
the ice-skating rink that pops 
up annually at this time of year 
at Ingólfstorg. Delicately float 
around the rink as you hold 
hands with your lover, moth-
er, or lover’s mother. There’s 
nothing more Christmasy than 
ice-skating, or more Reykjavík 
than Ingólfstorg, and this is the 
only time of the year that you 
can potentially fall and break 
your leg on it (unless you’re 
a skateboarder, that is). HJC

Hot Chocolate at  
C Is For Cookie

The winter weather in Reykjavík 
is notoriously awful. From slip-
pery sidewalks to shiver-induc-
ing windchill, it’s imperative 
that you take breaks often and 
replenish yourself with sugar 
regularly if you plan on ventur-
ing outside. Café C Is For Cook-
ie is the perfect spot to do so. It 
has the best hot chocolate in the 
city, plus a warm and cosy at-
mosphere to drink it in. They’ve 
also got amazing cookies, if you 
want to add some sugar to your 
sugar. HJC 

Bláfjöll Ski  
Resort

The largest ski area in Iceland 
is, conveniently, only a 30 min-

ute drive from the city. Bláfjöll 
is suitable for every type of rid-
er—whether you’re a newbie or 
one of those people that likes to 
test their mortality by dropping 
out of a helicopter. While ski-
ing/snowboarding in the dark 
might sound intimidating, you’ll 
feel 100% more hardcore than 
those losers who do it in the 
light, and seriously, who skis or 
snowboards for any other reason 
than to look hardcore? Don’t lie. 
Warning: opening is very depen-
dent on the weather, so check 
ahead. HJC

Northern Lights  
Gazing in The City

If paying for a Northern lights 
tour isn’t your thing, don’t de-
spair—there are plenty of places 
right in town that are just a stroll 
away from the intrusive city 
lights. Grótta is the most pop-
ular; situated at the end of the 
Seltjarnarnes peninsula, it’s ac-
cessible via car or bike and it’s a 
great spot to take pictures of au-
roras with the Reykjavík harbour 

in the background. If you’d pre-
fer to take a romantic walk, the 
shoreline promenade bordering 
the city centre is about 30-40 
minutes long. If you do have a 
car, however, head towards the 
outskirts of Reykjavík and stop 
by Lake Elliðavatn for a clean 
view into the lit-up skies. AD

A Wander Through  
The Snow

Reykjavík is beautiful when 
it’s draped in snow. There are 
some beautiful spots to wander 
around within a short walk or 
bus ride of the city. You could 
make your way up to the Grótta 
lighthouse on the western end 
of the peninsula, take a stroll 
through the beautiful hilltop 
forest of Öskjuhlíð next to the 
Perlan (“The Pearl”) visitors 
centre, or make your way to the 
Laugardalur park. If you have 
a car with snow tyres, head the 
Heiðmörk, the forested area on 
the edge of the city that’s criss-
crossed with hiking trails—it’s 
a real winter wonderland. JR

There is a light that never goes out
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Everyone who comes to Iceland is pretty keen make the most of their 
time here, and whether that means a week of carefree holiday mean-
dering or a laser-guided approach to finding the best stuff, a couple 
of insider tips are always useful. In this fast-changing city, new plac-
es spring up from week to week, raising the questions: which pool has 
the best hot pot for your first morning here? Where’s the best Icelan-
dic art at? And what’s the best road trip to see some of this amazing 
nature we’ve heard so much about?

Best pool

Lágafellslaug 
Lækjarhlíð 1a, 270 Mosfellsbær

With big crowds at the city-centre pools, our panel chose the tucked-
away Lágafellslaug as their current favourite swimming spot. Mos-
fellsbær’s modern swimming palace still has, as our panel noted, 
“that new pool smell.” It has everything you could want for a perfect 
swimming experience: spacious hotpots, multiple slides and amuse-
ments to keep the kids happy, a small but perfectly formed sauna, 
and a steam room with a view over the mountain of Úlfarsfell. It’s a 
twenty-minute drive from downtown, but it’s worth it—and if you’re 
driving the Golden Circle or heading to or from a northbound road 
trip, it’s right in your path.

Runners Up

Vesturbæjarlaug
Hofsvallagata 107
If you’re on foot and staying in the 
downtown three, our panel decided 
that the bright and modern Vestur-
bærlaug is the go-to. As well as a 
mega-hot-pot with a large jacuzzi, the 
panel noted that it’s also the best pool 
to play “indie bingo,” spotting Icelandic 
hipsters, artists and musicians. It’s also 
right across the street from Kaffihús 
Vesturbær, so you can stop there for 
lunch or coffee.

Kópavogslaug
Borgarholtsbraut 17, 200 Kópavogur
Another much-loved pool in the 
suburban Greater Reykjavík area is the 
Kópavogur pool, Kópavogslaug. Our 
panel particularly enjoyed relaxing in 
the steam bath and the spacious hot 
pots. In the summer, you can use the out-
door dressing rooms, and for the winter 
there are indoor outdoor pots and slides. 
And for the kids, “there’s an octopus that 
spits on you,” the panel noted. Cool.

Previous winners
2016: Neslaug
2015: Vesturbæjarlaug
2014: Vesturbæjarlaug
2013: Laugardalslaug
2012: Laugardalslaug
2011: Neslaug

Best gallery

 i8
Tryggvagata 16

The i8 gallery shows a rich mixture 
of Icelandic and international artists, 
focussing largely on work with a con-
ceptual edge. Their strong monthly pro-
gramme is always on point, showing a 
constant stream of engaging work that 
confounds expectations, pushes at 
boundaries, and surprises with its wit 
and humour. They win for the third year 
running, despite a recent resurgence in 
the downtown Reykjavík gallery scene. 
Good job, i8!
 

Runners Up

Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16
Of the new crop, Berg Contemporary 
caught the eye of our panel. This large, 
beautifully renovated space already 
has a strong roster of Icelandic artists 
on constant rotation. It’s right in the 
heart of downtown, too, so it’s easy 
to drop by for a look as you meander 
through the streets.

Ekkisens
Bergstaðastræti 25b
This energetic space, located in a 
former downtown basement flat, is res-
olutely DIY in nature. They show sparky, 
experimental work via group shows and 
happenings that present all kinds of 
work from recent graduates and young 
artists, including performance, fashion, 
painting, illustration, installation, sculp-
ture and more. 

Previous winners
2016: i8
2015: i8
2014: Kling og Bang
2013: National Museum 
2012: National Museum 
2011: National Museum 

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2017

Activities
Get off the internet already!

Best art museum

The National 
Gallery
Fríkirkjuvegur 7

Iceland’s National Gallery sits on the 
shore of the town pond, Tjörnin. Our 
panel praised its “interesting mix of 
older international exhibitions, often 
from Nordic and older Icelandic artists, 
alongside people like Jeff Koons, Louise 
Bourgeois and fairly out-there contem-
porary stuff.” They also liked the muse-
um’s “interesting mix of provocative 
new work and 20th century Icelandic 
work that isn’t on display at other 
museums.” It’s a labyrinthine network 
of spaces where you could easily spend 
an afternoon.

Runners Up

Hafnarhúsið
Tryggvagata 17
Hafnarhúsið is a cathedral to contem-
porary art that shows a constant con-
veyor belt of interesting international 
work, from Cory Arcangel to Richard 
Serra to Yoko Ono. They have several 
shows to see on any visit, and you can 
see some classic Icelandic work here, 
too. There’s a great shop and a library 
and café, making it a great rainy day 
destination.

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
This beautiful space is located in a park 
just on the outskirts of downtown, be-
tween the city centre and the Kringlan 
mall. Our panel said “it’s your best chance 
to see modern and contemporary Icelan-
dic painting. It’s got a nice café. And, it’s 
adjacent to a frisbee golf course.” 

Previous winners
2016: Hafnarhúsið
2015: Reykjavík Art Museum
2014: Reykjavík Art Museum
2013: Reykjavík Art Museum
2012: Reykjavík Art Museum
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Best museum

Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4

This living museum to Iceland’s past wins once again. It offers direct 
exposure to the way life in Iceland used to be. You can visit a croft 
house and a farm house, and imagine yourself transported back in 
time to old Iceland. They often host events related to the display. “It’s 
also great for kids,” said the panel. “There’s a big place for kids to play 
with Super Mario—my childhood is in the museum.”

Runners Up

The Settlement Exhibition
Aðalstræti 16
The settlement exhibition, located in 
a hotel basement right in the heart of 
downtown Reykjavík, charts the lives 
of the first people to inhabit Iceland. 
“It pumps in smell,” said the panel, 
“and they play sounds like waves and 
seabirds—it’s a sensory experience.”

The National Museum of Iceland
Suðurgata 41
The national museum has a sprawling 
display of artefacts from Iceland’s 
history, from cloth and metalwork to 

religious artefacts. “They have a gallery 
space that always has something 
different happening,” said the panel, “as 
well as the excellent permanent collec-
tion.” It’s the best place to connect with 
Icelandic history. 

Previous winners
2015: Árbæjarsafn
2014: National Museum of Iceland
2013: National Museum of Iceland
2012: National Museum of Iceland
2011: National Museum of Iceland

Best place to watch  
the northern lights

Grótta
Seltjarnarnes peninsula

Located on the very end of the Greater 
Reykjavík peninsula, Grótta is a beauti-
ful vantage point that’s home to a light-
house with a tidal pedestrian causeway. 
There are views out over the ocean, and 
sometimes all the way to Snæfellsnes. 
There’s a tucked-away little hot pot to 
bathe your feet—if you can find it—and 
despite being in the city, the area 
hasn’t really been developed. There are 
swamps, a bird spotting sanctuary, and 
a windswept black beach. It’s a won-
derfully preserved part of nature with 
minimal light pollution, so it’s a great 
spot for watching blazing sunsets, and 
spotting the aurora

Runners Up

Laugarnes
Laugarnestangi
This quiet nook on the city coastline is 
perfect for an aurora-spotting seaside 
stroll. You can watch the boats coming 
in and out, take a seat on one of the 
benches, and see the aurora dancing 
away from the light pollution of the city 
centre.

Seaside footpath 
Öskjuhlíð & Ægisíða
Reykjavík, Vesturbær and Seltjarnarnes 
all sit on a long peninsula that has a 
footpath pretty much around the whole 
thing. Starting at Öskjuhlíð—the for-
ested hill topped by the Perlan visitor 
centre—you can walk or cycle past 
the manmade beach of Nauthólsvík to 
Ægisíða for an unencumbered view of 
the winter sky.

Previous winners
2015: Öskjuhlíð
2014: Grótta
2013: Grótta
2012: Grótta
2011: Grasagarðurinn

Best place to take the 
kids

Laugardalur
Laugardalur

The Laugardalur area is full of fun 
activities for kids. There’s a skate 
park, playing fields and botanical 
gardens, but the star of the show is 
Húsdýragarðurinn, which translates 
to "farm animal zoo”—a petting zoo 
with farm animals, foxes, seals and 
reindeer. A footbridge takes you over 
to the Fjölskyldugarðurinn (“The Family 
Garden”), which has fairground rides 
and a boating lake during summer. The 
greenhouse coffee shop, Cafe Flóra, is 
also open during summer, and on a hot 
day, you've the option of Laugardal-
slaug—it’s the best pool for kids, with 
plenty of play pools and water slides.

Runners Up

Whales Of Iceland
Fiskislóð 23-25
This one was more of a hit with kids 
than the parents. Whales Of Iceland is a 
cavernous, hangar-sized space popu-
lated by life-sized plastic whales, with 
information plaques and flat-screen 
devices containing information about 
the different species. “Once you’ve 
seen this place, you’ve seen it,” said the 
panel, “but our kids keep demanding 
we go back.”. 

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15
For some free and wholesome family 
time, the parents on our panel also 
enjoyed the Reykjavík City Library. “There’s 
an excellent play area for younger chil-
dren between one and three,” they said, 
“and—you guessed it—there are books 
for kids of all ages to look at.” Don’t miss 
the photography gallery on the top floor.

Previous winners
2015: Húsdýragarðurinn
2014: Húsdýragarðurinn
2013: Fjölskyldugarðurinn
2012: Lynghagaróló Playground
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Best people-watching spot

Kaffihús Vesturbæjar 
Melhagi 20

This neighbourhood café is situated in Vesturbær, a neighbouring 
district of Reykjavík, located over the Tjörnin pond. “It a place to see 
and be seen,” said the panel. “You’ll see politicians, poets and pop 
stars—it’s like a who’s who of Reykjavík.” But be careful if you feel like 
you faintly recognise someone who’s sitting having a vegan burger 
and drinking fancy tea: “You might realise after you’ve said hello that 
you only know them from TV.”

Runners Up

Austurvöllur
Austurvöllur
The scene of the now-famous Panama 
Papers protests, Austurvöllur is the 
Reykjavík parliament square. Whether 
you decide to perch on a bench, sit 
outside at one of the many café-bars 
lining the square, or have a picnic, you’ll 
see pretty much all of Icelandic society 
passing by.

Kringlan
Kringlan 4–12
A shopping mall might be the last place 
you want to visit in Reykjavík, but it 
made the list with good reason. “Real 
Icelanders go to Kringlan,” said the 
panel. “It’s more representative of life 
in this country than a 101 bar. These are 
the people who don’t go downtown.”

Previous winners
2016: Grandi
2015: Austurvöllur
2014: Second Floor Window Seats, 
Eymundsson on Austurstræti
2013: Booths at Hressó

Best hike

Reykjadalur
Reykjadalur

Reykjadalur (“smoky valley,” in English) 
is a valley near the town of Hveragerði, 
a roughly forty-minute drive south 
of Reykjavík. It’s a hike with a reward 
at the end: after going up past some 
bubbling geothermal clay pots and 
crossing a mountain path with a stun-
ning view, you’ll end up at a naturally 
warm river where it’s possible to bathe. 
There are ever more tour companies 
offering guided walks to Reykjadalur—
it's a good idea to think hiking poles 
and crampons come the slippery snow 
of winter.

Runners Up

Úlfarsfell
This small mountain is in Mosfellsbær, at 
the very edge of the Greater Reykjavík 
area. It has a couple of paths of varying 
difficulty, and a view over the city at 
the summit. “It’s a little piney,” said the 
panel, “and you can even take the bus 
there.” 

Mount Esja
This is a classic hike up the distinctive 
mountain that towers over the Faxaflói 
bay across from Reykjavík. You can 
get to the start of the track by taking 
the bus, which makes this hike super 
convenient. You can either hike up to 
the base camp level, or continue all the 
way up the rough path to the top.

Previous winner
2016: Móskarðshnjúkar

Best place to see a movie

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

The only independent cinema in down-
town Reykjavík, Bíó Paradís won this 
category hands down. “There’s simply 
nothing else like it in Reykjavík,” said the 
panel. “They have the good indie shit. 
They import beyond Hollywood.” It’s also 
the best place to catch up on the last 
few years of Icelandic films, which are 
shown daily with English subtitles. Bíó 
Paradís also hosts various film festivals, 
and mount “Black Sundays” during the 
winter—a curated series of cult movies, 
classic horror, sci-fi, b-movies and film 
noir. This place will forever hold a spe-
cial place in the hearts of discerning 
Icelandic cinephiles. 

Runners Up

Álfabakki VIP
Álfabakki 8
If you want to see a blockbuster, this is 
the place to go. “They have the lazy boy 
recliners, all the popcorn you can eat 
and the soda you drink, and reserved 
seating that’s very close to the screen,” 
said the panel. “Rich people build home 
theatres for this film experience.”

Háskólabíó
Hagatorg
If you’re on foot and want to see a 
popcorn movie, the best option is 
Háskólabíó. Located on the University 
of Iceland campus but open to all, it’s 
walkable from downtown, and screens 
both blockbusters and Icelandic films. 
Not all screenings have subtitles, so it’s 
best to check.

Previous winners
2016: Bíó Paradís
2015: VIP Theater
2014: Bíó Paradís 

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2017

Activities
"People watching" or "creeping"?

The Flybus operates in connection with  
all arriving & departing flights at Keflavík 
International Airport. For our flexible  
Flybus schedule, please visit www.flybus.is

BOOK NOW! ON WWW.FLYBUS.IS AT YOUR RECEPTION

GUARANTEED SEATS ALL FLIGHTS45 MINUTESFREE WIFI

BSÍ Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík •  +354 580 5400 • main@re.is • www.re.is
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The Flybus operates in connection with  
all arriving & departing flights at Keflavík 
International Airport. For our flexible  
Flybus schedule, please visit www.flybus.is

BOOK NOW! ON WWW.FLYBUS.IS AT YOUR RECEPTION

GUARANTEED SEATS ALL FLIGHTS45 MINUTESFREE WIFI

BSÍ Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík •  +354 580 5400 • main@re.is • www.re.is
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“Few things get a Reykvíkingur’s  
heart racing like pizza.”

NEW IN TOWN

Flavour Of  
The Month

What’s new in Reykjavík

Words  The Grapevine Food Dept.      Photos  Art Bicnick

Reykjavík is an ever-chang-
ing city, with rapidly evolv-
ing neighbourhoods and new 
places popping up all the time. 
Whether you’re fresh off the 
plane and want to try the most 
talked-about new café, or a 
local or repeat visitor on the 
lookout for something new, 
here are some ideas. 

CupCake Café
Mýrargata 26

The CupCake Café is a fami-
ly owned business. Baker Egill 
Björgvinsson and his wife Elísa-
bet Guðmundsdóttir offer a vari-

ety of decadent cupcake flavors 
such as KitKat, vanilla, choco-
late, and more. Egill is hoping 
to soon branch out into more 
popular candy bar flavours and 
soon they will begin offering 
vegan options as well. The menu 
has much more besides cup-
cakes, from caffeinated drinks 
to breakfast and lunch options—
they have whatever your sweet 
tooth desires. JM

Flatey Pizza 
Grandagarður 11

Few things get a Reykvíkingar’s 
heart racing like pizza, but for a 
pizza loving nation, we’ve long 

had an unspeakable affair with 
sloppy Dominoes. Not anymore! 
True Napoli pizzas are now a re-
ality in Reykjavík, with a pizzaio-
la from Naples, a custom electric 
oven that cooks pies in seconds, 
high quality ingredients atop 
every signature thin slice, and 
leopard spot blistering. They 
may only be a few weeks old, but 
we’ve already devoured our body 
weights in the classic margheri-
ta and cheesy tartufo. SB

Skál!
Hlemmur Mathöll, 

Laugavegur 107
The Hlemmur Mathöll devel-
opment has turned Reykjavík’s 
dingy old downtown bus station 
into a street-food palace. The 
latest food stand to open there is 
SKÁL!, an experimental bar and 
restaurant with a focus on local 
traditions and ingredients, from 
fish dishes to seaweed snacks, 
and a fancy spin on the tradi-
tional Icelandic pylsur. The head 
chef is Gísli Matt, who was a part 
of our recent fine dining cover 
story, so you’re in safe hands at 
Skál! JR

Shanghai
Laugavegur 60

Reykjavík isn’t a city known for 
Chinese food. While there are 
some joints of the shiny-grimy-
wolf-down-then-feel-sick vari-
ety, Laugarvegur’s newly opened 
Shanghai offers a more tasteful 
Chinese culinary experience. 
With an extensive menu featur-
ing classics like prawn crackers 
and tofu noodles, the place has 
something for everyone. I ate 
there with a friend who recent-
ly returned from China and she 
said it was truly authentic—in-
cluding the Chinese pop tunes 
that soundtracked our meal. HJC

Jamie’s Italian
Pósthússtræti 11

Hotel Borg’s lavish art deco hall, 
filled with Italian paintings and 
colourful couches, makes it the 
perfect place to unwind with 
one of UK pop-chef Jamie Oli-
ver’s fine Italian wines or fiery 
cocktails before heading into the 
dining room for a meal at Jamie’s 
Italian. The restaurant’s menu 
is made from top seasonal Ice-
landic and Italian ingredients, 
and features antipasti and rus-
tic dishes, including fresh pasta 
made each day and sourdough 
pizzas baked in a magnificent 
oven. A chain restaurant it may 
be, but Jamie’s Italian is an af-
fordable, flavourful champion 
of Italian cuisine, and a welcome 
new presence in downtown 
Reykjavík. ZVS

INSIDE CAPITAL AREA:
NORÐINGAHOLT · GULLINBRÚ
ÁLFHEIMAR · SÆBRAUT · MJÓDD 
GARÐABÆR · MOSFELLSBÆR

OUTSIDE CAPITAL AREA: 
BORGARNES · AKRANES 
AKUREYRI · REYÐARFJÖRÐUR 
KEFLAVÍK · SELFOSS · HELLA

quiznos.is

Choose a sub,
wrap or salad

TRIO
Add a drink and chips or a 
drink and candy bar for only 699kr. 400kr. ONLY

Sub of the Week

Great Tasting

near you
A whole house of new restaurants, the Mathöll offers boundless fresh experiences
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Harpa Concert Hall / sinfonia.is / harpa.is / (+354) 528 50 50

@icelandsymphony #sinfó Main sponsor:

WITH THE ICELAND SYMPHONY 
AT HARPA CONCERT HALL

Laugavegi 36 - 101 Reykjavik

Make(s) a Meal of it...

SandhoLt BakeRy

now open eveRyday 07.00 - 21.00
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Harpa Concert Hall / sinfonia.is / harpa.is / (+354) 528 50 50

@icelandsymphony #sinfó Main sponsor:

WITH THE ICELAND SYMPHONY 
AT HARPA CONCERT HALL

Laugavegi 36 - 101 Reykjavik

Make(s) a Meal of it...
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MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO@MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

DAY TOURS FROM:
REYKJAVÍK    SÓLHEIMAJÖKULL    SKAFTAFELL

SUPER JEEP ADVENTURES

icelandrovers.is info@icelandrovers.is · Tel: +354 587 9999 

AND PRIVATE TOURSFROM REYKJAVÍK 2017 - 18

1
www.mountainguides.is

GLACIER WALKS

SÓLHEIMAJÖKULL & SKAFTAFELL

DAY TOURS 2017 - 18 

mountainguides.is 

info@mountainguides.is · Tel: +354 587 9999 

mountainguides.is 
info@mountainguides.is · Tel: +354 587 9999 

GLACIER WALKS, HIKING
& CAVING FROM REYKJAVÍK 2017-18

OUTDOOR 
ADVENTURES 

 & OUTDOOR 
ADVENTURES


